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"Wife beating is an accepted custom ...we are wasting our time debating the issue."

Comment made by parliamentarian during floor debates
on wife battering in Papua New Guinea
("Wife Beating," 1987).

'A wife married is like a pony bought; rIll ride her and whip her as I like."

Chinese proverb (Croll 1980).

"Women should wear purdah [head-to-toe coverini to ensure that innocent men do not get uecessarily excited
by women's bodies and are not unconsciously forced into becoming rapists. If women do not want to fall prey to
such men, they should tske the necessary precautions instead of forever blaming the men."

Comment made by a parliamentarian of the ruing Banrsan National Party
during floor debates on reform of rape laws in Malaysia (Heise 1991).

'The boys never meant any harm to the girls. They just wanted to rape."

Statement by the deputy principal of St. Kizito's boarding school in Kenya
after 71 girls were raped and 19 others died in an attack by boys in the school
ascribed to the girls' refusal to join them in a strike
against the schol's headnaster (P'rlez 1991).

Breast bruised, brains battered,
Skin scarred, soul shattered,
Can't scream-neighbors stare,
Cry for help-no one's there.

Stanza from a poem by Nenna Nehru, a battered Indian woman (APDC 1989).

"The child was sexually aggressive."

Justification given by a judge in British Colwnbia, Canada,
for suspending the sentence of a 33-year-old man who had
sexually assaulted a three-year-old girl
(Canada, House of Commons 1991).

"Are you a virgin? If you are not a virgin, why do you complain? This is normal."

Response by the assistant to the public prosecutor in Peru
when nursing student Betty Fernande reported being sexually molested
by police officers while in custody (Kirk 1993).
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Foreword

Violence agastwomenhas recendybeenacknowledged extnt and consequences of violece agpinst women. It
as a human rights concemwith a profound impact on the also exa the iato of genderviolece f*rhealth
physical and mental well-being of tose affcted by it, and develpment and uggess practical steps that can be
but itlas receved lite attention as a public bealth issue. tkn owad elinntigviolewe against women Aldugl
The WorkdBank recoges that much more needs to be this paper is directed toward the healt sector, sategs
knowwn bout the health consequences of genderviolence, that can be taken i other sectors are also discssed. lie
as wel as teir broader socieonomic effects on prmary audie e of the paper i d e staff of the Warld
development This paperpulls togethrall the infiomation Bank, but we hope the paper wil also benefit the desip
available on the score of the problem and the leson to and p mnaiolofhealthprmgnsofodhri_ 1
be larned friom developing countries regurding how agnciesdgovernment4azadu vernmnta
violence can be addressed trouugh progmmatic Thispaper8 is o ina seres of papers relaed to the brade
inte!entons. issues affiectig women's health.

Tlis parAr was prepaed to raise awarenes of the

Janet de Merode
Director

Populaion, Heah and Nutrition Department
Human Resources Development and Openrtions Poliov
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Abstract

Gender-basd violen-icludeig rae, domesic violnce, forWomen (UNIFEM) recenly observed, wWomen cat
mutilation, murder, and sexual abuse-is a profound lendtheirlabor or creative ideas fully if tey are burdened
healdth problem for women across the globe. Although with de physical and psychological scars of abuse (CariLo
genderviolence is a significant cause of feadle morbidity 1992, p.11).
and mortality, it is almost never seen as a public health This pper dws gereg data on the dimensio_s
issue. Recent World Bank estimates of the global burden of violence agai womenwoddwide and reviews availble
of disease indicate that in established market economies literatue on the health consequences of abuse. It also
gender-based victimimtionis responsible for one out of elesteaionsbipbetweeaviolenceaxldotberu
every five healthy days of life lost to women of repro- issues, such as matern mortality, health careutilization,
ductive age. On a per capita basis, the health burden child survival, AlDS prevention, and socioeconomic
imposed by rape and domestic violence in the indusil development.
and developig woddis roughly equvalent, but because To asss policymnaers in addresig this issue, the
the total disease burden is so much greater in the pae exploesi inrvenio in pmimny pevenion, justice
developing world, the percentage attributable to gender- system refoxm, health care response, progmms to assist
based victimiation is smaller. Nonetheless, on a global victims, and treatment and reeducation programs for
basis, the health burden from npr-based victimization pprt argues atbatysrategytoombatviolence
i comparble to that from other conditions already high must atack the root causes of the problem in addition to
on the world agenda. treating its symptoms. This means chalengig the social

Female-focused violence also represents a hidden ob- attitudes and beliefs that undergr men's violence and
stacle to economic and social development. By sappig eg the meaning of gender and sexulity and
women'senergy, undeTmining theirconfidence, andcom- thebalnc of powerbetweenwomen andmenatalllevels
promising their health, gender violence deprives society of society.
ofwomen'sfilparticipation.AstheUnitedNationsFund
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1. Introduction

For decades women's orgaizations around the world have Moties teach their daughters to accept the roles that society
worked against gender-based violence through advocacy, assigns tdem, and they punish "deviant" behavior to ensue
victim services, and consciousness-raising. Iargely be- their seual and social acceptane.
causeoftheirefforts,violenceagainstwomenhasrecently But violence is not inevitable. Cross-ctunl research
been recognized as a legitimate human rights issue by the shows that, although violence againstwomen is an integral
United Nations and by some governments. Yet almost no part of virually all cultures, there are societies in which
policy attention has been given to addressing violence genderbased abuse does not exist (Sanday 1981; Levinon
against women as a public health issue, and even less to 1989). Such societies stand as proof that social relations
tackling its underlying causes. Efforts to gain recognition can be organized in a way that minimizes or eliminates
of violence as an issue warranting international concern violence against women. Even where violence remains
have been hampered by lack of population-based data on endemic, skategic iterven by the state, the communiy,
abuse and its health consequences. But the data that exist and women's organizations can save lives, reduce injury,
are nonetheless sufficient to justify increased atention to and lessen the long-tm effects of victimization on women
this neglected-yet important-women's health issue. and their children. Existing iwnteions need to be refined

As difficult and intactable as other health issues are, and systematicaly evalated, and new approaches to
violence against women may be even more so. Deeply prevention explared, but itis wrong to conclude tat nohinig
embedded attitudes about male-female reltions, social can be done to combat violence against women.
taboos against discussing private matters" in public, and Womens organizations and, more recendy, some
the lack of a "technological fix" all work against a governments have done much to assist victims and to
solution. Althougb violence against women is almost document and publicize violence against women. Virtualy
universal, its patterns and their causes can be fully everywheremth efforhtsave encountred sh g reistonce
understood and remedied only in specific social and from organized religion, health professionals, thejudicial
cultural contexts. Each society has mechanisms that system, and the police, aU of whom see the home as
legitimize, obscure, deny-and therefore perpetuate- sacrosanct and thereby tolerate-indeed condone-most
violence. Even where a particular act of violence might of the violence against women and girls. Police in many
be deplored, powerfil social institutions-the state, countries wil not iotervene in "domestic quarrels and
families, normative systems that regulate genderrelations do not consider wife beating a crime. In some courts men
-colludeinmaintainingthe statusquo. Thusvictimsoften who confess to murdering their wives are acquitted in the
have a difficult time escaping violent relationships. name of "legitimate defense of honor." And women are

A variety of mechanisms, from oral traditions to for- frequently raped by the very men charged with their
mal educational and legal systems, define standards of protection-the police, military officers, and other agents
acceptablebehaviorformenandwomen. These standards of the state.
are learned from an early age in the family and reinforced Cbaly, efforts to protect women must be stength-
by peer pressure, community institutions, and the mass ened and expanded at the local and national levels. But
media. In many societies children learn that males are any stratgy to combat violence must attack the root
dominant and that violence is an acceptable means of causes of the problem in addition to treating its symp-
assertingpower and resolving conflict Women, as moth- toms. This means challenging the social atttdes and
ers and mothers-i-law, unwittingly perpetuate violence beliefs that undergird male violece and renegotiating
by socializing girls and boys to accept male dominance the meaning of gender and sexuality and the balance of
and by acquiescing throughout life to male demands. power betwev .women and men at all levels of society.

bnudon I



Violonceo againat women hs evolved in part from a effort, this paper draws together existing date on violence
sytm of gender rltion which posits that men are apinst women worldwide and reviews tho literatune on
supnior to women. The idea of male dominance-even the health consequences of abuse. The paper descnrbes
male ownerhip of women-is present in most societies the scope and evolutionofthe problem, reviews the health
and reflected in thefr laws and customs. Thus violence conquene of gender-basd abuse, and prvidesa prmer

xould not be consiered an abermtion, but an extension onviolence agpinst women. It then discss the implie' ioui
of a continm of belief that grants men the right to of gender violence for health and development and
control women's behavior. As }Fauveau and Blanchet recommends steps toward eliminating the violence.
obsorved in their pathbreaking study of violent deaths Appendices recommend government actions to combat
among women in Banglaesh: violenceagainstwomen, discussissuesrelatingtodefining

such violence, and provide a methodology for estimatiz
The underlying causes of violent deaths among the global health burden from the abuse and rape of women.
women of reproductive age, i.e. complications of They also provide a sample 'danger assessment' for
an induced ab_rtin, sicide and homicide, ane drly screening women at risk and discuss treatment protocols
sociaL Many of them may be seen as a consequce for battered women.
of the stric control enforced by males over dte sual Bring the cycle of abuse will require concered action
life of women and reproduction. (1989, p. 1127) across several sectors, including education, mass media,

the legislative system, the judiciary, and the health sector.
Combating violence agunst women requires chal- Appendix A provides detailed suggestions for action in

lengiyg the way that gender roles and power relations are each of these sectors.
articulate in society. To marshal support for such an

2 VILc AON VIMw: TM HIDDEN sML1H 3umDW



2. The scope and evolution of the problem

In the past decade violence against women has bcome Dernition of violence against women
increasinglyrecognizedasdeserviginternationalconcern
and action. Women's orgmaizations around the world em- In September 1992 the United Nations Commision on
braced gender violence as a priority issue during the the Status of Women convened a special worlkig group
United Nations Decade for Women (1975 to 1985). Te todraftadeclarationagainstvioleuewagainatwomen.This
United Nations (UN) General Assembly passed its first declaration, adopted by the General Assembly in the fill
resolution onviolence againstwomenin November 1985. of 1993, offers for the first time an official UN definition
Since then, the UN has sponsored severl Expert Group of gender-based abuse. According to Article 1 of the
Meetings on Violence against Women and pursued the declaration, violence against women includes:
issue through its Commission on the Status of Women,
the Economic and Social Council, the UN Statistical any act of gender-basd violence that results in,
Office, and its Committee on Crime Prevention and or is likely to result in, pbysicd, sexul or
Control. Recently two new intemrtional instrumentsbave psychogical harm ornwff&ring to women, includg
been '-i forward that would recognize all gender-based threats of sds acts coerci or asiiay deivatim
violencea sanabuseofhumanrights-theUNDeclaration of liberty, whether occurring in public or private
on Violence agist Women and the firder-reachig Draft life. (cnomic and Social Council 1992)
Inter-American Convention to Prevent, Punish, and
Eadicate Violence agaist Women (negotiated trough Article2ofthe declrtionstatesttthe definition should
te Orgpnization of American States). Also, the Pan- beuundersood to encompass, but notbe lmited to, physica
American Health Organization has recopized gender- sexual,andpsychologicalviolenceoccurringinthefamily
based violence as its priority theme for 1994 under its and in the community, including battering, sexual abuse
Women, Health, and Development P?rogam, and the of female children, doway-rlated violence, marital ape,
United Nations Fund for Women (UNIFM) recenty female genital mutilaon and other traditional practices
published a major doment oudining the impact of gender harmful to women, nonspousal violeoce, violence relted
violence on socioeconomic development (Carrillo 1992). to explibtio, semal harasment, andintmidatioat work,

The growing international recognition of the impor- in educational institutions, and elsewher, trafficking in
tance of genderbased abuse comes on the heels of almost women, forced prostitution, and violence perpeatd or
two decades of organizing by women's groups to draw condoned by the state.
attention to the issue. Women have been saying in a Significandy, this definition recognizes both physical
nultiplicity of ways that violence is a major concern for and psychological harm and threats of such harm in both
them (box 1). Recently more than 200 women's non- the public and te private spher. The definition also efrs
governmental organizations (NGOs) combined forces to specifically to the gender-based roots of such violence.
protest violence against women during 'Sixteen Days of in this paper we use the United Nations definition, but
Activism against Gender Violence" (November 25 to wealsoincludeadiscuuionofdefinitaonaliuuesinappendix
December 10). During this anmul event groups sponsor B. The catalogue of abuses in the UN definition is not
workshopA, conferences, and street theater and organize exhaustive, nor does it presume to be. For the sake of
media coveage to raise public awareness of gender brevity, diepper will not address in depth certain fors
violence and to demand a response from public officials. of vioence, incldig roed paodibion eual hareamnt

The scope and evoution of the peblk 3



traffickinginwomen, orviolence perpetratedby the state. are harmful to women. Box 2 presents an overview of
This omission in no way reflects the relative importance violence as it occurs through the life cycle. A life-cycle
ofthes issues. In fact, all forms of gender-basedviolence approch to gender-based victimization provides important
have common roots and can best be understood as points insights into the immediate as weD as the cumulative effects
on a spectum. of violence on the lives of women and girls. Violence can

occur during any phase of a woman's life; many women
Dimensions of the problem experience multiple episodes ofviolence throughout their

lives. A life-cycle perspective also reveals that violence
Accuratelyestimatingthe global healthburdenofviolence experienced in one phase can have long-term effects that
against women is hampered by lack of data on the predispose the victim to severe secondary health risks,
incidence and the health impact of abuse. Crime statistics such as suicide, depression, and substance abuse. Evidence
arevirtually uselessinestimatingthe incidence of gender- suggests that the earlier in a woman's life violence occurs-
based abuse because of gross underreporting. According especially sexual violence-the deeperand more enduring
to recent victimization surveys in the United States, only are its effects (Burnam and others 1988).
2 percent of intrafamilial child sexual abuse, 6 percent
of extrafamilial sexal abuse, and 5 to 8 percent of adult Prevalence of abuse by intimate partners
sexual assault cases are reported to the police. By
comparison, 61.5 percent of robberies and 82.5 percent Themostendemicformofviolenceagainstwomeniswife
of burglaries are reported (KOSs 1990). Nonetheless, abuse-or, more accurately, abuse of women by intimate
significant progre has been made in recent years in male partners. The 35 studies from a wide variety of
estimating the prevalence of wife abuse inboth industrial countries summazed in table 1 show that in many counties
and developing cuies. Because of the stigma associated one-quarter to more than half of women report having
with sexual violation, data on rape and sexual abuse are been physically abused by a preSEnt or former partner.
less easily collected, although large-scale epidemiologic Anevenlargerpercentagehavebeensubjectedtoongoing
surveys of sexlud assault are beginning to emerge in emotional and psychological abuse, a form of violence
industrl countries. that many battered women consider worse than physical

Tlhe foliowing section reviews the data available on abuse. Although some of these studies are based on
the different types of violence covered in this report: conveniences,apls, mostarebasedonprobability samples
abuse ofwomen, sexual assault, sexual abuse of children, with a large numiber of respondents (Colombia, Kenya,
neglect of girl children, and culture-bound practices that Mexico, the United States).

Box 1 Evidence of women's interest in gender-based violence

When MATCH International, a Canadian funding were submitted on issues relating to violence dtan on
organization, surveyedwomen's groups indeveloping any other single theme (Marcelo 1992).
countries for suggestions on future funding priorities, The National Black Women's Health Project bas
violence against women was the number one reply identified violence as the number one health issue for
(Carrillo 1992). African American women in the United States (Avery

At a recent 12-country workshop held in China on 1990).
women'snonformaleducation,participantswereasked Women amud the woldd colected more than 400,000
to name the worst aspect of being female. The almost signatures (representing 124 counties) on a petition
unanimous answerwas fearofnmen'sviolence (Bradley demanding that the United Nations Human Rights
1990). Conference held in June 1993 recognize violence against

At a recent meeing on women's reproductive health women as an abuse of women's human rights (Center
in Asia, sponsored by the Population Council and the for Women's Global Leadership 1993).
Indonesian Epidemiology Network, violence was When the National Council for Women's Rights
identfied as one of two priority areas (Population in Brazil sponsored a meeting in 1986 to develop a
Council 1991). list of women's demands for the upcoming constitution-

At the November 1991 biannual conference of the wviting process, women demanded a new constitutional
Association of Women in Development, international clause rewcogizingviolence againstwomen (Pitanguy,
participants identified violence agaist women as one personal communication, 1993).
of their five priority health conces. More abstrats

4 VIxLECE AaINIr WOhE: TuB HDDB "mLTH DEmN



Each of the studies is individually valid, but they are suggest that between one in five and one in seven U.S.
not directly comparable because each uses a different set womenwill be de victim ofa completed npe inher lifeime
of questions to probe for abuse. Most of the studies ask (Koss 1993; Kilpatrick, Edmunds, and Seymour 1992)?
the respondents whether they have been "abused," The U.S. data are consistent with studies of rape in other
'beaten," or 'involved ina violent relationship. " A subset puls of the world Sudies of rspe among colege wx
(the studies from Barbados, Chile, and the United States) in Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the
makes this determination using a list of "acts" that a UnitedStatesrevealremarkablysimilarratesofcompleted
woman may or may not have been subjected to during rape acrosscountries(DeKeseredyandKelly 1993; Gavey
herlifetime(beinghitwithanobjectorfist,beingbitten).' 1991; Beattie 1992; Koss, Gidycz, and Wisniewkic 1987;
Clinical and research experience suggests that question table 2). A study among adult women (many ofthem college
formats that require a woman to self-identify as abused students) in Seoul, Korea, yielded a slightly lower rate
generally underestimate the physical and psychological of completed rape, but an equally high rate of attempted
violence in intimate relationshipsO In many cultures rape (Shim 1992). All of these studies used adaptations
women are socialized to accept physical and emotional of the same survey instrument, based on the Sexual
chastisement as a husband's marital prerogative, limiting Experiences Survey (SES) by Koss and Oros (1982).
the range of behavior they consider abuse. Moreover, The estimates in table 2 are based on legal definitions
women are sometimes reluctant to report abuse out of of rape in the United States, which recognize as rape the
shame or out of fear of incriminating other family penetration of any orifice by physical force or threat of
members. Both factors suggest that the prevalence rates force, or because a woman is incapacitaed due to drugs
in table 1 likely underestimate the abuse of women. oralcohol. (For comparison, the U.K. data include forced

anal and oral penetration, although the legal definition
Prevaknce of rape and sexul assault of rape in the United Kingdom includes only vagina

pentration by a penis.)
Statistics fom around the world suggest that sexual Womenhave alsobeen subjected, throughouthistory,
coercion is common in the lives of women and girls. Six to repeated and especially brutal rape as part of war. In
well-designedstudies from theUnitedStates, forexample, recent years mass rape in war has been documented in

Box 2 Gender violence throughout the life cycle

Phase Type of violence present

Prebirth Sex-selective abortion (China, India, Republic of Korea); battering during pregnancy
(emotional and physical effects on the woman; effects on birth outcome); coerced
pregnancy (for example, mass rape in wary.

infancy Female infanticide; emotional and physical abuse; differential access to food and medical
care for girl infants.

Girlhood Child marriage; genital mutilation; sexul abuse by family members and strangers;
differential access to food and medical care; child prostitution.

Adolescence Datng and courtship violence (for example, acid thuowing in Bangladesh, date rape in the
United States); economically coerced sex (African secondary school girls having to take
up with 'sugar daddies" to afford school fees); sexual abuse in the workplace; rape;
sexual harassment; forced prostitution; trafficking in women.

Reproductive Abuse of women by intimate male partners; marital rape; dowry abuse and murders;
age partner homicide; psychological abuse; semal abuse in the workplace; sexual harassment;

rape; abuse of women with disabilities.

Elderly Abuse of widows; elder abuse (in the United States, the only country where data are now
available, elder abuse affects mostly of women).
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Table I Prevaence of wie abuse. selected countries

Conmtry Sampoe Smple typ. Aindib Commt

Antigua 97 women Random subset of 30 percent of women 50 percent of women
(Handwerker 1993b) age 20 to 45 netiond probabilitv battered a adults and men report that

sample their mothers were
beaten

Barbados 264 women and Islandwide national 30 percent of women 50 percent of women
(Hand werker 19938) 243 men age 20 to probability sample battered as adults and men report that

45 their mothers were
beaten

Belgium 956 women be- Random sample from 3 percent had experi- Survey queried wor-
(Bruynnooghe and tween the eges of 62 municipalities enced very serious en on 15 types of
others 1989) 30 and 40 throughout the countrV violence, 13 percent physical violence

moderatelV serious ranging from blows
violence, end 25 per- with the hand to life-
cent less serious vio- threatening forms
lence such a strangulation

and gun wounds

Canda Face-to-face inter- Random sample of aD 27 percent report being 36 percent of women
(Haskell and Randall views with 402 residential addresses ever physically reporting abuse
1993) women between the (ncluding apartments) assaulted by an intimate report fearing that

ages of 18 and 64in in Toronto partner they would be killed
Toronto bV the man who

assaulted then

Cnada 1,045 men and 454 face-to-face inter- 11.2 percent of respon- This is a one-year
(Kennedy and Dutton women in province views with residents of dents report physical rate
1989) of Alberta households randomly abuse within past year

s"ected from census
enumerations; 244
telephone interviews
with residents of
Calgary and 347 with
residents in rest of
province, selected by
random-digit dialing

Canada 426 married or co- Random sample using 17.8 percent of women Ths is a one-year
(Lupri 1989) habitating women face-to-face interviews report physical violence rate

and mailed question- by a partner within the
naires past year

Canada 604 presently or Phone survey using 36A4 percent report 14A4 percent report
(Smith 1987) formerly married or random-digit dCialing ever being physically physical abuse within

cohabitating women abused in a relationship; the past year
gge 18 to 50 in 11.3 percent report
netropolitan Toronto sever physical sbuse

Canade Nationally represen- In-depth interview by 25 percent of women 65 percent of victirm
(Statisics Canada taive sample of phone using random- (29 percent of ever- were saulted more
19933 12.300 women 18 digit dialing married women) report than once, 32 per-

and older being physically assault- cent more than 11
ed by a current or for- times; 45 percent of
mer male partner since wife assault incidents
age 16 resulted in injury
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Country Sapnw Scnpl type rnii7gs Cnbff t

Chile 1,000 women in Stratified random sam- 60 percent have been 70 percent of those
(Larrain 1993) Santiago age 22 to pie with a mmxiamum abused by a male inti abused are abused

55 involved in a sampling error of 3 mate; 26.2 percent mnore than once a
relationship for 2 percent have been physically year
years or more abused (severe violence

-that is. more severe
than pushes, slaps, or
having object thrown at
them)

Colombia 3,272 urban National random 20 percent physically Part of Colombia's
(PROFAMILIA 1990) women. 2,118 rural sarnple abused; 33 percent Demographic and

women psychologically abused; Health Survey
10 percent raped by
husband

Costa Rica 1,388 women Convenience sarnple of 54 percent report being Sponsored by
(Chacon and others women attending child physically abused UNICEF/PAHO
1990) welfare clrnic

Ecuador 200 low-income Convenience sample of 60 percent had been 37 percent of those
(CEPLAES 19921 women Quito barrio beaten by a partner beaten were assault-

ed from once a
rnonth to every day

Guatemala 1.000 women Random sample of 49 percent abused. 74 Indudes physical,
(1990 study by women in percent by an intimate emotional, and sexual
Frodarico Coy, cited Sacatepequez male partner abuse in adulthood;
in Castillo and others sponsored by
1992) UNICEF/PANO

India 109 men and 109 50 percent sample of 75 percent of sched- 75 percent of
(Mahajan 19901 women from village all scheduled-caste uled-caste men adnit to scheduled- (ower-)

in Jullundur District, households and 50 beating their wives; 22 caste wives report
Punjab percent of non- percent of higher-caste being beaten fre-

scheduled-caste men admit to beatings quently
households

India 170 women of 100 percent sample of 22 percant of women Author notes that
(Rao 1993) childbearing age in 3 potter comwnunity in report being physically informal interviews

villages in rural each village based on assaulted bV their and ethnographic
southarn Kamataka previous census husbands; 12 percent data suggest that

report being beaten prevalence rates are
within the past month, vastly under-
on average 2BS5 times reported'

Japan 796 women from all Convedience sample 58.7 percent report 44 percent of sample
(Domestic Violence over Japan (17 based on survey physical abuse by a experienced all three
Research Group percent retum on distnrbuted nationally partner; 65.7 percent types of abuse
1993) 4,675 question- through women's report emotional abuse; simultaneously. This

naires) groups, adult education 59.4 percent report is not a repre-
classes, media, etc. sexual abuse sentative sample

Kenya 733 women from Districtwide cluster 42 percent beaten regu- Taken from contra-
(Reikes 1990) Kissi District sanple lady ceptive prevalence

survey
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County Smple Seanm type R fings Comment

Korea, Rep. of 707 women and Three-stage, stratified 37.5 percent of wives 12.4 percent report
(Kim and Cho 1992) 609 men who had random sample of report being battered bv serious physical

lived with a partner entire country; face-to- their spouse in last year abuse within last Vwr
for at least two face interviews
vears

Korea. Rep. of 708 women in Convenience sample; 42.2 percent have been 14 percent report
(Shim 1988) Suwon and Seoul besed on distributed beaten bV husband after being beaten bV their

questionnaires marrige husband within the
last year

Malavsia 713 women and National random sam- 39 percent of women 15 percent of adults
(WAO 1992) 508 men over 15 ple of Peninsular Malay- were physically beaten (22 percent of Ma-

sia by a partner in 1989 lays) consider wife
beating acceptable

Mexico 1,163 rural women Random household 56.7 percent of urban In more than 60
(Ramirez and and 427 urban survey of women on women and 44.2 percent of cases the
Vazquez forthcom- wonen in the state DIF (social welfare) percent of rural women principal aggressor
ing) of Jalisco register had experienced some was the husband

form of interpersonal
violence

Mexico 342 women age 15 Random sample of 33 percent had lived in Of abused women,
(Shrader Cox and or older, low- to households in Mexico a violent relationship; 6 66 percent had been
Valdez Santiago middle-income City peri-urban percent had experienced physically abused. 76
1992) neighborhood marital rape percent psycho-

logically aburnd, and
21 percent sexuaUy
abused

Netherlands 1,016 women age Face-to-face inter- 20.8 percent had Half of those
(Romkens 1989) 20 to 60 views experienced physical reporting abuse (11

violence in a hetero- percent) had expe-
sexual relationship rienced severe,

repeated violence

New Zealand 3,000 women in Random sample of 22A percent had been 20.7 percent of those
(Anderson and others Otago sent ques- women selected from physically abused since physically abused by
forthcomingl tionnaire; 497 electoral rolls; all age 16. 76 percent by a a partner were also

women interviewed figures weighted back male intimnate (17 sexually abused in
(half sexually abused from interview sample percent of total) the relationship
and half control to main postal sample
group)

New Zealand 2,000 women sent Random sample 20.1 percent report
(Mullen and others questionnaire; selected frorn electoral being hit and physically
1988) stratified random rolls of five contiguous abused by a male

sample of 349 parliamentary partner; 58 percent of
women selected for constituencies these women (>10 pe:-
interview cent of sample) were

battered more than 3
times
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Country Sampl/ San4Ph type M;adMrg Coennt

Norway 1S0 women age 20 Random sample 25 percent had been Definition includes
(Schel and Bakketeag to 49 In Trondhelm selected from census physically or sexually only forms of vio-
1989) date abused by a male lence more severe

pertner than pushing, slap-
ping, or shoving

Papua New Guinea Ruwal: 736 men, 715 Rural survey In 19 67 percent of rural Almost perfect agree-
(Toft 1985) women villages in all regions women beaten ment between per-

and provinces centage of women
who claim to hae

Urban: low-income, Urban survey with 56 percent of urban been beaten and
358 men. 298 oversample of elites low-income women percentage of men
women; efltes, 178 beaten; 62 percent of who admit to abuse
men, 99 women urban elite women

beaten

Sri Lanka 200 low-income Convenience sample 60 percent have been 51 percent said hum-
(Sonali 1990) women from various from low-income beaten bands used weapons

ethnic groups in neighborhood
Colombo

Tenzania 300 women from Convenience sample 60 percent had been
(Sheikh-Heshim and Dar em Salaam from three districts physicafly abused by a
Gebba 1990) -lial, Temeke. and partner

rinondoni linterviews)

Uganda 80 women (16 from House-to-house written 46 percent of 73 An additional 7
(Wakabi and each of Kampala's survey; 7 women women responding women reported
Mwesigve 1991) five divisions) refused to answer reported being physi- beatings by family

cally abused by a members and another
partner S assaults or rapes

by outsiders

United States 6,000 women Statewide random 39 percent have been More than 12 percent
(Grant. Preda, and statewide in Texas sample based on abused by male partner have been sexuaely
Martin 1989) sent questionnaires; women holding valid since age 18; 31 abused by male

1,539 usable driver's licenses percent have been partner imce age 18
questionnaires physically abused
returned

United States 2.143 married or National probability 28 percent report at 11.3 percent report
(Straus and Gelles cohabitating couples sample using random- least one episode of abuse within past
1386) digit dialing physical violence year

United States 3,000 rural woren Random somple from 40.2 percent have been 22 percent abused
(Teske and Parker in Texas sent communities of 50.000 abused since age 18: within the past 12
1983) questionnoires or less 31 percent have been months

physically abused

Zambia 171 women age 20 Convenience sample of 40 percent beaten by a 7 percent aid they
'Phiri 1992) to 40 women from shanty partner; another 40 thought that phsical

compounds, medium- percent mentally abused or mental abuse was
and high-density sub- a norma part of mar-
urbs of Lusaka and riage
Kafue Rural
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Table 2 Prevalence of rape among colege-ege women, selected countrios

Study Definition of Rate of Rate of cotarwed
Country author Sample rape used' comweted rpe and atrtmpted rape

Canada DaKeseredy National probability Anal, oral, or vaginal 8.1 parcent 23.3 percent
and Kelly sample of 1,835 intercourse by force (by dating (rape or sexual
1993 women at 95 or threat of force partners mince assoult by anyone

colleges and SES 9.10 high school) ever)
universities

New Gavey 1991 347 female Anal, oral, or vaginal 14.1 percent 25.3
Zealand pschology students intercourse by force percent

(convenience sample) or threat, or because
* man gave alcohol
or drugs
SES 8,9.10

United Beattie 1,476 women at 22 Anal, oral, or vaginal 11.7 19.4
Kingdom 1992 universities and intercourse by force percent percent

polytechnics or because a man
(convenience samp4le) gave alcohol or

drugs
SES 8,9,10

United Koss. Gidycz, Representative SES 8,9,10 15.4 27.5
States and sample of 3,187 percent percent

Wisniewski women at 32 (since age 14)
1987 colleges and

universities

United Moore, Nord, Nationady Forced to have sex 12.7 percent of
States and Peatrson representative against will, or raped whites: 8 percent

1989 sample of 18- to of blacks
22-year-olds (before age 21)

Seoul, Shim 1992 2.270 adult woman SES 9,10 7.7 percent 21.8 percent
Republic of (quota anplel
Korea

a. SES nmunbwr indicate which of the folowin quetions taken from the Sexual Experiences Suwey (KCo and Oros 1982) wer used in
the study to estknate rates of rape nd attempted rape:

4. Has a man attempted exual intercourse (getdng on top of you, attempting to insert hs pweis) when you didn't want to by
threatenin or using some degree of physica force (twisting your arm, holding you down, etc.), but intrcours did not occur?

8. Hae you had sxual intercoure when you didn't want to because a man gave you alcohol or drugs?
9. Have you had sexual intercoure when you didn't want to because a man threaened or used some dogree of physcal force

(twistng your arm, holding you down, etc.) to make you?
10. Hae you engaged In sex acts (anal or oral itercourse or penetration by objec other than a pedal when you didn't want to

becaue a man threatened or used some degree of physical force (twistng your mnm, holding you down, etc.) to make you?

Bosnia, Cambodia, IJberia, Peru, Somalia, and Uganda its prevalence can be estimatedL Thc few sudits that do
(Swiss and Giller 1993). A European Community fact- existandampleindirectevidencesuggestthatsexualabuse
finding team estimates that more than 20,000 Muslim of children and . '<lescents is widespread. In the United
womenhavebeenrapedinBosniasince thefightingbegan States, for examp.-, studies show that 27 to 62 percent
in April 1992. Many have been held in "rape camps" of women recall at least one incident of sexul abuse that
wbhe they have been raped repeatedly and forced to bear occurred before dey were 18 (Petem, Wyatt, ad Fnlhor
Serbian children against their will (Post 1993). These 1986).' An annymous, island-wide probability survey
exampls notwithstanding, rape in war is neither a new in Barbados revealed that one woman m three and one
phenomenon nor one limited to developing countries. to two men in 100 report having been subject to behavior

constituting childhood or adolescent sexual abuse
Prevalenc of duld and adolescem sexual abuse (Hndwerkr 1993a).5In Cawa a government commission

estimated that one in four female chdren and one in 10
Because the saal abuse of children is such a sensitive mle childrlnare sex yaud before age 17(adgely
issue, there are few population-ased studies from which 1984).
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TI indiaect evidence available elsewhere also suggests center3by 66 percent, even though both sexes get diarrhea
causeforconcern. Two studies fromNigeriadocumenting with equal frequency (Bhatia 1985).
sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) in very young Not surprisingly, this discriminatory treatment shows
children suggest that sexual abuse is at least present in up in mortality statistics for girls and women. In 45
Nigerian society. A 1988 study in Zaria, Nigeria, found developing countries for .vhich recent data are available,
that 16 percent of female patients seeking treatment for the mortality rate among girls age one to four is higher
STDs were children under age five and another 6 percent than that among boys in this age group in all but two
children between ages six and 15 (Kisekka an Otesanys countries (UNICEF 1986). Discrimination against girl
1988). An older study in Ibadan found that 22 percent children is so strong in the state of Punjab in India, for
of femalepatients attendingone SMD clinicwere children example, that girls age two to four die at twice the rate
under age 10 (Sogbetun, Alausa, and Osoba 1977). In that boys in this age group do (Daes upta 1987). According
Peru a study conducted in the Maternity Hospital of Lima to a World Bank report, 'deaths o. young girls in India
revealed that 90 percent of the young mothers age 12 to exceed tiose of young boys by almnstoae thirdof a million
16 had been rped-the vast majority by their father, their every year. Every sixth infant death is specifically due
stepfather, or another close relative (Rosas 1992). An to gender discrimination" (Chatterjee 1990).
organization for adolescent mothers in Costa Rica reports In some parts of the world the preference for male
similar findings: 95 percent of its pregnant clients under children is so strong that parents eliminate girl children
15 are victims of incest (Treguear and Carro 1991). through infanticide or selective abortion. A 1987 census

This indirectevidence is consistentwithcross-cultual
data from rape crisis centers which reveal that 40 to 58 Tble 3 Statslcs an sexul crimes. selected cowui
percent of sexual assaults are perpetrated against girls age
15 and under, including girls younger than 10 or 11.' Percentage of Percentage
Most of these rapes are committed by family members pwp,trator of vicans Percentage of

known to age 15 and victNs ageor other persons whom the victim knows. In fact, justice victim under 10 end under
statistics and data from rape crisis centers show that in
more than 60 percent of all rape cases the victim kwnws Lima, Peru 60 - is,
the perpetrator (table 3). The common perception of rape Malaysia 68 58 18
as a stangerW crime is sorrily misguided. ,

A final indication of the prevalence of sexual abuse Ci 67 36 23
comes from the observations of children themselves. In
1991, when Centro de Informaci6n y Servicios de ianama 63 40-
Asesoriaenla Sdud (CISAS), a Nicaaganhealth NGO,
held a national conference for the children involved in Papua New - 13
their CHILD to Child program (a project that trains Guinea
youngsters age 8 to 15 to be better child care providers Santago, 72 58 32'
for their siblings), participants identified physical and
sexual abuse as the most important health problem that States 78 62 29
young people in their country faced. Since then, CISAS
las helped initiate a national campaign to educate the _ Not available,

ANote: Except for the U.S. dats whch cow r onl y complted
public about sexual abuse of children ("Rompiendo el rape,s data hclude rape and sxual assaults, such as anernpted
Silencio, 1992). rape and molestation.

a. Pementage of survivor age rnne and younger.
Prevalkwce of wisinaioyy treaen-gt andw h2dade b. Perentage of survivors age six and younger.

c. Pemrcetage of survivors age seven and younger.
d. Based on five-year aveages derived fom. crimes reported to

The preference for sons common in many ctures can the Legal Medicine Service, 1987-91, as publishd in Anuano
have serious consequences for the health and lives of Estadistsca del S&clb Mdeca Legal de Cah Ias cited In

Avwndal~o and Vergar. 1992).
females. Studies showthatwherethisprefrence is strong . P ag of survivor age 17 and younger.
and resources are scarce, girls receive less food, Source: Dau for Malaysia from Consumerm Association 1988;
education, and medical care than boys. In runal data for Panama City from Perez 1990; data for Peru from
Bangladesh malnutrition was found to be almost three Portugal 1988; data for Papua New Guinea from ley,

Wohifahrt, and Carrad 1985, a cited in Bradley 1990; dat for
times moe commonamong guis thanamongboys (Bhatia Me3xco Ciy from COVAC 1990 and Procurador de Justicia del
1985; Clen, Euq, and D'Souza 1981). Even more stiling Distrito Federal de Mexico 1990; data for Chil cited in
are diffieences in access to health came. In Matlab, Avendauio and Vergara 1992; dat for United States from
Banglades, boys outnumber girls at diarneal treatment Kilpatrick. Edmunds, and Seymour 1992.
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survey by the State Statistical Bureau of China showed females alive today. The "missing women' are victims
that there were half a million fewer female infants than of feticide, infanticide, selective malnourishment, lack
one would predict given the expected biological ratio of of investment in women's health, and various forms of
male to fenale births. A detailed analysis of the census gender violence (Sen 1990; Coale 1991).9
data, published in the Populaion and Development
Revew, shows that the ratio of males to females has been Prevalence of culture-bound practices harmfid to women
rising since 1982 (Hull 1990). The missing female infants
represent mainly second- and third-order births in rural A variety of other practices can reasonably fall under tho
areas. Both these observations strongly suggest that the rubric of gender violence if that term is defined to link
one child policy implemented in 1979 in China has led physical and mental harm to womenwith malepowerand
to either increased female infanticide or the selective contml. To this section we advance the term culturebound
abortion of female feuses.7 practices hari to women" asa replacement for the phrase

Other studies confirm that in China, India, and the commonlyusedintheUnitedNationssystem, "traditional
RepublicofKoreaaccesstoamniocentesisandultrasound practices harmful to women."
is sufficiently widespread that feticide could in fact be In UN parlance traditionalpractces refers primarily
skewing the male-female sex ratios (Coale and Banister to such practices as genital mutilation and child marriage.
1992).' Genetic testing for sex selection has become a Although these practices are known to have negative
flourishingbusinessinndia, especiallyin the north. Until consequences for women's health and well-being, they
protests from women's organizations stopped blatant are undertaken, often with women's collusion, to make
promotion of the testing, Indian sex detection clinics girls more acceptable marriage partners.
advertised that it was better to spend $38 now on Wesuggestbroadeningthisconcepttoincludeharmfil
terminatingafemalefetusthan$3,800lateronherdowry. practices and behaviors common in industrial societies
One study of amniocentesis in a large Bombay hospital which are likewise motivated by a desire to make women
found that 95.5 percent of fetuses identified as female into acceptable, attractive sexual partners for men. These
were aborted, compared with only a small percentage of include pathological dieting (anorexia and bulimnia) and
male fetuses (Ramanamma 1990). high-risk cosmetic surgery. There are, of course, significant

Studies in remote regions of southern India also differences among these practices, not the least of which
confirm the persistence of female infanticide. In a is tat genital mutilation is geneally perimed on childen,
prospective study of all births within a 12-village region with or without their consent. Nonetheless, we feel that
of Tamil Nadu, nutritionist Sabu George of Cornell genital mutilation should be viewed as one point on a
University found that 58 percent of deaths (19 of 33) continuum of harmful practices motivated by women's
among female infants were due to infanticide. The girls desire to conform to socially prescrbed stdards of beauty
were most often killed within seven days of birth; the two and marriageability.
most common methods were to feed them the poisonous Best estimates indicate that 85 million to 114 million
sap of a plant and to choke them by lodging rice huls girls and women in the world have undergone genital
soaked in milk in their throats. There were no male mutilation. Mostofthesegirlsandwomen liveinAfrica,
infanticides during the two-and-half-year study (George, a few live in Asia, and an incresing number live in Europe,
Abel, and Miller 1992). Canada, and the United States, as immigrnt and refugee

An analysis first advanced by Harvard economist families import the practice (Toubia 1993). Genital
Amartya Sen and later refined by demographer Ansley mutilation-frequently called female circumcision-is a
Coale offers a simple but powerful illustration of the broad term applied to a range of practices involving the
cumulative impact of these factors on women's survival removal of all or part of the clitoris and other external
prospects. Sen and Coale compared the sex ratios in genitalia. In its most severe form, known as infibulation,
countries where both sexes receive similar care, such as dte clitoris and both labia are removed and the two sides
countries in Europe and North America, with those in of the vulva are sewn together, leaving only a small opening
countries where females are severely discriminated to allow urine and mensna blod to paSS. In its less exhme
against, such as China and India. The female-male ratio form, all orpartof the clitorisis removed (clitoridectomy)
in the first group of countries is about 1.05 or 1.06, ortheclitorisandinnerlipsareremoved(excision).About
reflecting women's biological advantage. But in South 85 percent of women who are mutilated undergo one of
Asia, West Asia, North Africa, and China the ratio is the two less severe operations.
typically 0.94 or lower. If these regions had the sex ratio Many observers trace the origins of genital mutilation
typical of countries in which there is less gender to a desire to control female sexuality and to preservethe
discrimiation (including some Sub-Sabaan African vimWty of yaong girls until mnage (Hadley and Darlenno
countries), there would be more than 60 million more 1992). Abostofsuperstitionshelpperpetuatethepractice,
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but the core belief driving the tradition is that men will Tabl 4 Womn e 20 to 24 tody who wm
not marty uncircumcised women, believing them to be before age .15 selected countries
pronmiscuous, unclean, and sexually untrustworthy
(Mobamud 1991). YPtof

In other societies in which virginity at marriage is coua tY
considered absolutely essential, girls are often mafried Mali 21.3 1989190
off at extremely young ages, fiequently to men many Nigeria 26.7 1990

Cameroon 26.7 1987
yea their senior. Recent Demographic and Health Ugon 17.8 1991
Surveys firom the developingworld indicate that, although ulbona 1S6.6 1986
child marriage is declining, a large percentage of young EgVpt 15.0 1987
girls are still married off before Oeir fifteenth birthday Pakistan 11.4 1991
(table 4). Not uncommonly, these child brides aa Indonesia 10.0 1987
traumtized by adult sex and forced to bear children Doninican Republic 9.0 1988
before their bodies are filly mature. A common side Mexico 6.2 1991
effectoftoo-earlychildbearingisvesico-vaginlorrecto- Trinidad and Tobago 6.0 1990191
vaginal fistula-a tearing of the walls between the vagina a. Before ag 1s.
and the bladder or rctum-due to prolonged obstucted Source Sact.d Demographic and H"lth Surveys.
labor and lack of access to health care (birth control,
prenatal care, or surgical intervention). Women with weight) put the prevalence of bulimia among U.S. high
unrepiredfistulaeconstantlydripurineandfeces,malcing school and college females at between 3 and 5 percent,
them social outcasts and likely candidate for divorce or suggesting that several million young American women
abandonment have a clinically significant problem with bulimia. 'The

Elsewhere young girls and women themselves put their incidene of bumia, like that of anorexia nervosa, has
heathatr sk.-bysevemlyrestrictingtheirdieturyintakc. bec increasing droughout the westem world, a trend
In North America and Europe surveys of adolescent co ng to the growing emphasis on thinne as a
women suggest that roughly one of every 100 to 200 cultual and sul ideal (Gordon 1990; Brunmg 1988).'
young women suffer from anorexia. This psychologiad The same culura obsessions with tnss and socaly
disorder, restrictedalmostexclusivelyto girls andwomen defined notions of beauty that promote eating disorders
i westem industrial societies and Japan, is characteized are prompting women in some western societies to seek
by extreme weight loss induxed though gradua self- cosmetic surgey, often at conidenrae risk to eir physical
starvation (Gordon 1990). ms dieting transforms into health. Anestimated2 millionU.S. womeniaveundene
fasting and finally into wfllfid starvation, the anrexic breast enlargement surgery, at an average cost of about
typically withdraws from ordinary activities and relatin- $4,000 per operation. Amid much controversy, the U.S.
ships and intensifiesanalready excessiveexercise routine. Foodand DrugAdministraionrecentlyproblbited teuse
She becomes obsessed with dieting and counting cadories of silicone breast implats for cosmetic purposes, fearing
and with the sight of her own image in the mirror. that dhe pducs of siione breakdown uMld be qpn i

Bulimia-a diferent but related disorder-is charac- (implants may still be used forbreast retu after
terized by binge eating accompanied by puging through m). There is also concern that siicone implans
self-induced vomiting or ingestionoflaxatves. Estimates complicate detection of breast cancer and may be linked
using the most stringent criteria (ingg and purging on to certain autoimmune diseases.
a weekly basis, and a preoccupation with shape and body
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3. A primer on violence against women

Many beliefs about violence against women are untrue. A recent review of violence against women in the
These same beliefs, despite their inaccuracy, have been United Staes, published in the Journal olj e American
used to avoid recognition of the problem and prevent Medical Associaton, observes that wstudies now docu-
investments in solutions. To dispel such misperceptions, ment that women in the United States are more likely to
women's groups have prepared lists of truths about be assaulted and injured, raped, or killed by a current or
domestic violence representing the collective wisdom of ex-male partner than by all other types of assailants
those working on issues of gender-based violence. This combined" (Council on Scientific Affairs 1992, p.
section outlines some of the most common of hese 3185). A study in Colombia in the early 1980s by the
truths and presents data supporting them. For the sake Forensic Institute of BogotL found that a fifth of the
of brevity, it offers only a few examples in support of cases of bodily injury presented to the forensic physician
each. for assessment were due to conjugal violence, and 94

percent of those hospitalized were battered women
Wonen are most at risk o.f vioklnc (United Nations 1991). And a study evaluating medical

ftom men they know records from a public hospital emergency room and two
clinics in Santiago, Chile, found that of the 2,618

Contary to the view of the family as a haven of love women seen for assault-related injuries from September
and support, data from around the world suggest that through November 1986, 1,884 (73 percent) were
gilis and women are at greater risk of violence in their injured by family members (United Nations 1989).
homes than anywhere else. A 1987 study of more than
2,000 battery cases registered during five months at the Gender ioence cuts across
Sao Paulo Women's Police Station, for example, found alu soaoecConoc groups
that more than 70 percent of all reported incidents of
violence against women took place in the home. In Althou studies suggest tat violence against women is
almost all the cases the abuser was the woman's hus- more prevalent amOng poor and working-class families,
band or lover. More than 40 percent involved serious they also consistently show that violence occurs in all
bodily injury (Americas Watch 1991). socioeconomic and educational classes, although not at

This finding was confirmed by Brazil's 1988 national the same prevalence rates.
household survey (PNAD), conducted by the Brazilian
Institute for Geography and Statistics (IBGE). The Violence within thefanily is at least as
survey found that Braian men who were murdered or injunous as assaulas by strangers
physicaUy abused were attacked outside the home
primarily by an acquaintance or stranger, Brazilian Violence between intimates is often considered less
women, by contrast, were murdered by their intimates. dangerous than street violence; in reality the opposite is
Among cases of abuse of men, only 10 percent involved often true. In the United States more than 80 percent of
relatives (including spouses); women were related to all assaults committed by spouses and former spouses
their abuser in more than half the reported cases of result in injuries, compared with 54 percent of assaults
physical violence (Americas Watch 1991). Fifty percent by strangers. Victims of marital violence have the
of the rapes reported to Brazil's 125 women's police highest rates of internal injuries and unconsciousness
stations between January 1991 and August 1992 were (Lentzner and DeBeriy 1980, as cited in the Council on
committed by family members (Dimenstein 1992). Scientific Affairs 1992).
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Though women can be Wolent, most violence that Violence within relatvnships
causes injury is perpetrated by nen against women tends to escalate over time

According to the Uniform Crime Reports, in the United Women's groups providing services to victims of
States men constitute 83 percent of all offenders arrest- domestic violence in both the industrial and the develop-
ed, 99 percent of those charged with rape, and 86 ing world confirm that abuse within relationships tends
percent of those charged with offenses against family to be multifaceted and to escalate over time. The best
and children (Flanagan and McGarrel 1986, as cited in available data illustrating the point are from the United
Koss 1990). Victimization surveys show that more than States. Consider the following:
90 percent of adult rape victims in the United States are
women (National Victimization Survey, as cited in Koss 0 Studies of abused women in the United States have
1990). And in an analysis of the results of the U.S. shown that the majority-73 to 85 percent-do not
National Crime Surveys of 1973-82 Schwartz concludes experience physical violence until they have married.
that 'there are-mor than 13 times as many women [as After they marry, the frequency and severity of
men] seeking medical care from a private physician for violence tends to escalate (Browne 1987).
injuries received in a spousal assault" (Schwartz 1987, * Data from two representative surveys in Texs
p. 67, as cited in Dobash and others 1992). demonstrate a pattemn of multiple abuse. Of the

The 1981 Canadian Urban Victimization Survey and women who reported being physically abused after
the 1987 General Social Survey also found that women age 18, 74.6 percent also suffered specific types of
were the primary victims of assaults by intimates (Solic- emotional abuse and 34.3 percent suffered sexual
itor General of Canada 1985; Sacco and Johnson 1990; abuse (Teske and Parker 1983; Grant, Preda, and
Statistics Canada 1990). In a review of the data from Martin 1989).
these surveys Johnson (1989) concluded that 'women * In a study at Yale Udnersity Hospital, Stark ad Flitcraft
account for 80-90 percent of victims in assaults or found that nearly one in five battered women had
sexual assault between spouses or former spouses. In presented at least 11 times with trauma; another 23
fact, the number of domestic assaults involving males percent had brought six to 10 abuse-related injuries
was too low in both surveys to provide reliable esti- to the attention of clinicians. In most of these cases
mates." the health care provider never identified the history

The "gendered" nature of most violent crime is of abuse underlying the injies (Starcand others 1981).
especially evident in murder statistics. In most nations,
between 80 and 90 percent of homicide offenders are Most Wolent men are not mentaUy ill,
male. An even higher share of those whose victims are contrary to common perception
adult . omen are male: in Canada about 95 percent of
the killers of women (females 15 and older) are male Studies of abusive men in the United States indicate that
(Gartner and McCarthy 1991). fewexhibitdiagosable psycopathologyiuroandotes

Contrary to this pattern, women constitute a signifi- 1988); among thosewho do, there is no consistent pattern
cant share of those who neglect or physically abuse their of illness (Bograd 1984). Indeed, the pervasiveness of
children-in part because women genemally bear primary volene agpmst women sggests tat men wo abuse women
responsibility for the care and discipline of young and girls are not mentally ill. Many abusive men are meely
children. The victims of physical abuse are as likely to exering what they see as their natural right to dominate
be boys as they are girls. Tiis is not the case, however, women.
with child semal abuse: the vast majority of abuse is
directed at young girls by older men. In the United Emional and psychologicd abuse can be
States 78 percent of substantiated cases of child sexual at least as debiitating as physical abuse
abuse involve girls (Wyatt and Powell 1988). In
Durban, South Africa, of 37 Indian victims of child Thosewho workwithvictims of domesticviolence report
sexual abuse identified at R. K. Khan Hospital, 92 that women often consider psychological abuse and
percent were girls. All but one of the perpetators were humiion mare dvastating dtan physical asmuL A deaied
male, and two-thirds were male family members study of 127 battered women in Ireland that asked the
(Haffejee 1991). And in Costa Rica service statistics question "What was the worst aspect of the battering
show that 94 percent of victims of child sexal abuse e " recived the following top five responses:
are girls and 96 percent of the perpetrators are male meral kortm C30, living in fear and tenr (27), the physical
(Claramunt 1991). violence (27), depression or loss of all confidence (18),

and effects on children (17; Casey 1988).
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Alcohol exacerbates but does not cause anunderlyingalcoholproblem canhelp reduce the incidence
Wolence against women and sverity of asuults, but it seldom ends the violence.

Oftenboth men and women use the supposed disinhibiting
lo a few societies and subcultures wife abuse seems to effect of alcohol toexcusebehaviortha otherwisewould
occur mainly in conjunction with abuse of alcohol or not be toleated.
drumg, or both, but in many other, alcohol is seldom
involved. In a study of 90 small-scale societies Levinson 7here are sociegies in which iolence
(1989) found eight in which men's use of alcohol is a key against wmena does not exc
component in the sequence of events leading up to wife-
beatin incidents and five in which both alcohol-related Although violence against women is an integal part of
and non-alcohol-related abuse is reported. In the 77 other virtually all cultues, therm ar reports of societies in which
societies alcohol use plays little or no part in abuse. gender-based abuse does not exist. In his ethnogrphic

Research in the United States shows that abusive men review of 90 peasant and small-scale societies, Levinson
with severe alcohol problems abuse their partners boti (1989) identifies 16 that can be described as 'essentially
when they are drunk and when they are sober; these men firee [of or untroubled by family violence.' And Sanday
are also violent more fIequently, and inflict more serious (1981) has found that there are societies free of rape. Such
injuries on their partners, than abusive men without cultures-eveniffewinnumber-offerproofthatviolence
alcohol problems (Frieze and Browne 1989). Thus trating against women is not inevitable.
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4. Health consequences of gender-based violence

A growing body of research has emerged in recent years of lifelostdue torapeanddomesticviolenceagainaccount
on the mental and physical health consequences of for a larger share-16 r-rcent of the total burden. At a
violence against women and the burden it places on health global level the health burden fsvm genderlased vicfimialion
care systems. Although much of this research is from the among women age 15 to 44 is comparable to that posed
industrial world, clinicians and advocates in developing by other risk factors and diseases already high on the world
countries confirm that the U.S.-based literature cor- agenda,includingthehumanimmunodeficiencyvirus(H1V),
responds well to their experience with battered women tuberculosis, sepsis during childbirth, cancer, and
and survivors of sexual assault and abuse. cardiovascular disease (table 5).

When this literature is considered together with esti- The following section explores the long- and short-term
mates ofthe prevalence of gender-basedviolence in differ- healsh effects of different types of abuse. Box 3 presents
ent parts of the world, the magnitude of the violence- the range of health effects recorded in the literature.
related health burden begins to become clear. Perhaps
the best estimate of this burden comes from a modeling
exercise undertaken by the World Bank to inform its
policy anmnl, the World Development Rgeport, which in Table 5 Estimated global health burden of selected
1993 focused on health. For this effort, Bank staff and conditions for women age 15 to 44
outside experts estimated the healthy years of life lost to
men and women due to different causes. The exercise Dlsbifityesusted
counted every year lost due to premature death as one Con&on (mo,li;osl
disability-adjusted life year (DALY) and every year spent
sick or incapacitated as a fraction of a DALY, with the Maternal conditions 29.0

value dependingi on the severity of the disability. SOpsit 10 7.

From this analysis, broken down by region and age
group, rape and domestic violence emerge as a significant STPs (excluding HIV} 15.8

Pelvic inflarmmatory disease 12.8
cause of disability and death among women of repro-
ductiveage in both the industrialand the developingworld Tuberculosis 10.9
(see appendix C). In establised markt economies gender- HIV 10.6
basedvictimizationaccounts for neariyone in five healthy Cardiovascular disease 10.5

years of life lost to women age 15 to 44. On a per capita Rape and domestic violence 9.5

basis the health burden of rape and domestic violence
affecting reproductive-age women is roughly the same as 1.4
in industrial and developing countries, but because the Cervical 1.0

overall burden of disease is much greater in developing Motor vehicle accidents 4.2

countries, a smaller percentage is attnrbutable to gender-
based victimization. war 2.7

The WorldBankestimates that rape and domestic vio- Malaria 2.3

lence account for 5 percent of the healthy years of life a. Rape an dometic vkolne re inclued hare for Mustrative

lost to women of reproductive age in demographically purpox. They w s factor for dises condriions, such as

developing countries. In developing countries such as STDO, deresion, and kuWis.. not diease hi and of

China, where maternal mortality and poverty-related thrnnelwv.

diseases are relstvely under control, the healthy yer Soure World Bank 1993.
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Health effects of abuse by hntlmate partners
Box 3 Heallh consequences of gender-

Abuse of women by intimate male partners has both based violence
physical and mental health consequences. The physical
consequences include injury and a host of less-defined NONFATAL OUTCOMES
somatic complaints. In the United States 22 to 35 percent
of women presenting to urban emergency rooms exhibit
symptoms related to ongoing abuse (Council on Scientific STDs
Affairs, American Medical Association 1992). A repre- lijury
sentative survey of women in Texas found that 24 percent Pelvic inflammatory disease
of women who had ever been abused required medical Unwanted pregnancy
treatment because of the abuse (Teske and Parker 1983). Miscarriage

Abuse-related injuries include bruises, cuts, black eyes, Chronic pelvic pain
concussions, and broken bones. Abuse also leads to Headaches
miscarriages and to permanent injuries, such as damage Gynecological problems
to joints, partial loss of hearing or vision, and scars from Alcohol/drug abuse
burns, bites, and knife wounds. In Bangladesh and parts Asthma
of Latin America acid throwing, a form of abuse Irritable bowel syndrome
increasingly perpetrated by vengeful lovers, leads to Injurious health behaviors
permanent disfigurement. In addition to injuries, battered (smoking, unprotected sex)
women often suffer chronic headaches, abdominal pains, Partial or permanent disability
muscle aches, recurrent vaginal infections, and sleep and
eating disorders. Two studies, one covering 390 randomly Ment health conseqences
selected women in the United States and the other 2,000 Post-traumatic stress disorder
randomly selected women in New Zealand, found that Depression
abused women had significanly worse physical and mental Anxiety
healththannonabusedwomen (Koss, Koss,andWoodruff Sexual dysfunction
1991; MuUen and others 1988). Recent research reported Eating disorders
in the Journal of the American Medical Association Multiple personality
suggests that abuse can also be associated with delayed disorder
physical effects, particularly arthritis, hypertension, and Obsessive-compulsive
heart disease (Council on Scientific Affairs 1992). disorder

Quantitative data on health consequences in developing
countries are less available, but abundant evidence from FATAL OUTCOMES
crisis centers, police reports, and ethnographic research Suicide
shows that in these countries, too, violence is a significant Homicide
cause of injury and ill health. The case study presented
by China to the United Nations Expert Group Meeting
on Violence in the Family reports that domestic violence
caused 6 percent ofdeaths and serious injuries inShanghai (PTSD),11 and sleeping and eaing distubanc arn common
in 1984 (Wu 1986). A three-month surveillance survey kbgntem recios to vioence. Abused woIfnmy bcy
in Alexandria, Egypt, indicated that domestic violence dependent and suggestible, and they may find it difficult
was the leading cause of injury to women, accounfing for to make decisions alone. Compounding the psychological
27.9 percent of all visits by women to area trauma units consequences that women suffer from abuse is their
(Gmaitcer, pesonl communication, 1994). And 18 percent melutonhiptotheabuser. Thelegal, fi_cial andemoioaml
of married women surveyed in urban areas of Papua New ties that the victims of marital violence often have to the
Guinea (PNG) had receivedhospital treatment for injuries perpetrator enhance their feelings of vulnerability, loss,
inflicted by their husbands. As Christine Bradley of the betayal, andhopelesms Abused women fiequedyx
country's law reform committee observes: 'In PNG, isolated and withdrawn as they try to hide the evidence
where many womenhave enlarged spleens due to malaria, of their abuse.
a single blow can kill them' (1988, p. 3). Not snpriny, tese effies mae wire abueaprimay

For many women, however, the psychological effects context for many other health problms. Baterd women
of abuse are more debilitating than the physical effects. inthe United States are four to five times more likely than
Fear, anxiety, fatigue, post-traumatic stress disorder nonbattered women to require psychiatric teatment and
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five times more lilkly to attempt suicide (Stark and sucide deaths in Dpwur, found dbt dio pek aes fr wvnon
Flitcraft 1991). About a third of battered women suffer were 15 to 24 and the most common precipitating factor
major depressions, and some go on to abuse alcohol or was "quarrel with spouse' (as cited in Paltiel 1987).
drugsp2 Miller (1990) reports that spousal violence is the The relation betwven domestic violence and homicide
strongest predictor of alcoholism in women, even after may be even more profound. Data from a wide range of
controlling for income, violence in the family of origin, countries demonstrate that domestic violence is a major
and having an alcoholichusband. Moreover, studies show risk f&ctor for murder of and by women. A recnt review
that most battered women who drink begin drinking ofspousalhomicideintheUnitedStates,publishedinthe
excessively only after the onset of abuse (Amaro and Amwrican Journd of Publc Heath, reports that "studies
others 1990; Stark and others 1981). of homicides between intimates show that they ae often

The relation between battering and psychological preceded by a history of physical abuse directed at the
dysfunction also has important implications for women's women and sevenl studies have documented that a high
mortality, because of increased risk of suicide. After proportion of women imprisoned for ldlling a husband
reviewing evidence from the United States, Stark and had been physically abused by thei: spouses" (Mercy and
Flitcraft concluded that 'abuse may be the single most Saltzman 1989, p. 597). In Canada 62 percent of women
important precipitant for female suicide attempts yet murdered in 1987 died at the hands of an intimate male
identified' (1991, p. 141). One-fourth of suicide attempts partner (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 1988). In
byAmericanwomen-andhalfofallatemptsbyAfrican- the first 11 months of 1992, 415 women were mudered
American women-are preceded by abuse (Stark 1984). in the Brazilianstate of Pernambuco, 70 percentby a male

A cross-cultural survey of suicide by Counts draws intimate (Dimenstein 1992). Of the 100 murders in israel
the same conclusion, positing that in some African, (not including the territories)in 1991,42 involvedwomen
Oceanic, and South American societies, female suicide killed by a husband or lover (Nevo 1993). And in Papua
operates as a cultually recognized behavior that enables New Guinea almost 73 percent of adult women murdered
the "poliically poweres s...to Cevenge themselves on those between 1979 and 1982 were killed by their husband.
who have made their lives intolerable" (1987, p. 195). (Bradley 1988). Studies fiomavarietyofculures-including
Counts finds support for her argument in cultures from Canada,PapuaNewGuinea, andtheUnitedStates-conirm
Africa, Peru, Papua New Guinea, and the Melanesian that when women Dill men, it is often in self-defense and
islands. Among Fijian Indian fimilies in which someone usually afteryearsofperistent and eacalefingabuse (Browne
has committed suicide, 41 percent cite marital violence 1987; Walker 1989; CanadianCentre forJusticeStatistics
as the case (Haynes 1984). 1988; Bradley 1988; Kellerman and Mercy 1992).

Suicide is not an incon t form of death. The The link between intimae iolence and homicide is
World Bank estimates that of the healthy years of life lost particularly evident in Inlia, where women's deaths due
to women in rural China, 30 percent are lost due to to bums have been inceasing since 1979, a development
suicide (Bobadila, personal communication, 1993). This that canbe tied to the c e it of dowry demands
finding is consistentwith reports of mass suicides in rural (Pawar 1990). A young bride may be subject to severe
China among women forced or sold into unwanxtd (and abuse from her husband and in-laws if their coinuing
often violent) marriages (name withheld 1991). In Sri demands for money or goods from her family are not met.
T Ankra, a country with reasonably accurate mortality A frequent subterfuge is to set the woman on fire with
statistics, the rate of death due to suicide among young kn anthendclaim that she diedinsa idtchnaccident-
women age 15 to 24 is five times that due to infectious hencethetermbride-burning.In 1990thepoliceofficially
diseases and 55 times the rate due to obstetric-related recorded 4,835 dowry deaths in India, but government
causes (WHO 1985). rey acwe* at dis is a gms u

Thee ies fiom India suggest a similsr lik between (Kelkr 1992). In both urban Maharnsht and greater
marital violence and female suicide. A one-year study of Bombay, one of every five deaths among women age 15
completed suicides inDelhi revealed that 46 percent were to 44 is due to "accidental burns." For the younger age
committed by males and 54 percent by females. It cited group 15 to 24, the prportion is one of fiur (Karkal 1985).
marital discord and ill treatmentby husbands and in-laws
as the most common precipitating factor among women. Health effects of rape and sexual assaut
Anotherstudy analyzed all casesofsuicide in 1978 known
to the Madras Police Department The peak ages for Sexual assaults can cause both physical jury and prfiund
women coumiutting suicide were 15 to 20. Among the emotional trama. A study ofrape inurbanandrualras
two-thirds of the women who were maried, the principal of Bangladesh reports that 84 percent of victims sffered
cause cited for suicide was "maladjustment with an severe injuis or unconsousme, menillnes, or deati
alcoholic or drug-addict husband." The third study, on foliowing the rape (Shamim 1985). Rape survivorsexhboit
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a variety of trauma-induced symptoms-nightmares, substantial. Mexican rape crisis centers report that 15 to
depression, inability to concentrate, sleep and eating 18 percent of their clients become pregnant because of
disturbances, and feelings of anger, humiliation, and self- rape, a figure consistent with data from Korea and TMailand
blame. In addition, 50 to 60 percent ofvictims experience (COVAC 1990; CAMVAC 1985; Archavanitui and
severm smxal problems, including fear of sex, problems Pramualrmtana 1990; Shim 1992). Rape victims inMexico
with arosal, and decreased sexual functioning (Burnam have more options than victims in many other countries:
and other. 1988; Becker and others 1986; Becker and a new law requires judges to rule on a rape survivor's
others 1982). request for an abortion within five working days. But in

The maignant effects of rmpe are not surprising given countries in whichabortion is illegal evenin cases of rape,
the physical, psychological, and moral violation of the or where safe abortion services are inaccessible or
peron that it reprents (Brsau and othes 1991; Herman prohibitively expensive, thousands of women must suffer
1992). A study from the United States found that rape the double humiliation of being raped and then being
victims were nine times more likely than nonvictims to compelled to bear the rapist's child.
have attempted suicide, and twice as likely to experience The consequences of rape for victims in societies that
a major depression (Kilpatrick 1990). FoUow-up studies place a high value on women's virginity are severe. Many
have shown that rape survivors have higher rates of African, Asin, andMiddle Eastem culturs equate a young
persistent post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) than womans worthwithhervirinity. AsFauveau and Bnhet
victims of other traumas (Norris 1992). Some experts describe in their ground-breaking study of injury in rural
consider female victims of sexual abuse and assault to be Bangladesh, 'evenwhen womenare victim, a premarital
the largest single group of PTSD sufferers, and rape the sexual relation is said to spoil something intrinsic in their
single most likely event to cause PTSD (Foa, Olasov, and physical and moMl per.on... Their mined reputation cmot
Stektee 1987). be mended' (1989, p. 1125). The study cites numerous

Studies that follow victims over time show that the case studies of women who were beaten, murdered, or
traumatic consequences of rape can persist for many driven to suicide because of the dishonor that rave or
yars. A stutdy to validate the RapC Aftermath Symptom illegitimate pregnacy brought upon their families. Their
Test (RAST) demonstrated that the instrument could study found that there were 130 percent more deaths from
distinguish the symptoms of rape victims fiom those of injury (suicide,homicide, assault,andcomplicationsfrom
nonvictims at intervals up to three years after a rape induced abortion) among unmarried tan among maried
(llpatrick 1988). According to studies in the United teenage girls; this reinforces their qualive dta suggesting
State, one in four women who have been raped stiU deliberate violence toward girs who are raped or who
exhibits dysfunctional symptoms four to six years after becomepregantoutsideofmarriage(Acasadi aJohnson-
te ausault(Hansonl99O; BurgessandHolmstrom 1979). Acasadi 1990). Likewise, ina study of female homicides
In another sample 60 percent of sexal assault victims in Alexandria, Egypt, 47.1 percent of women who had
reported sexual dysfunction three years after the assault been killed had been murdered by a relative after they
(Beckerand others 1986). Evenaftermany years, women had been raped (Graitcer and Youssef 1993).
who have been sexually assaulted are signficantly more
likely to qualify for 10 different psychiatric diagnoses, Health effects of child and adolescent sexual abuse
including major depression, alcohol abuse, PrSD, drug
abuse, c_sessiv&-cm~ve disorder, generazed anxiety, Reserch in the United States has shown tht about one-fiflh
eating disorders, multiple personality disorder, and of child sexual abuse victims evidence serious long-term
borderline personality syndrome. The relative risk ratio psychological efficts (Browne and Fwlelhor 1986). Tbese
for these diagnoses for survivors of rape and sexual may include disassociative responses and other PTSD
assault is about two times greater risk (Koss 1990). indicators, such as choic arousal, ightmares, flashbacks,

Beyond physical injury and emotional trauma, rape andemotionalnumbing.Burnamandothes (1988), using
survivors tace the risk of sexually transmitted diseases multivariate techniques, demonstrated that women in the
(STD), including the acquired irnmunodeficiency Los Angl Epidemiologia Catcbmt Area survey who
syndrome (AIDS). A support center for rape victims in were sexually abused as children were more than twice
Bangkok, Thailand, reports that 10 percent of its clients as likely as peers who were not abused (58.6 percet versus
contract a sexually trnsmitted disease as a result of the 24.0 percent) to have at least one psychiatric diagnosis
rape (Archavanitkui and Pramuslratana 1990). In the in teir lietime. (he L.A. Catchment survey is an ngoing
United Stat alnost a dozen women and twice as many mentl health research project sponsored by tie National
children had contracted AIDS through rape and child Institutes of Mentl Healdt.) Victims who were abused
seal abuse by July 1992 (Dattel 1992). by fathers or stepfathers, whose assaults involved genital

The possibility of unwanted pregnancy is also contact, and whose molestation involved force appear to
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be at especially high risk of long-lasting effects (Browne likewisefoundasignificantlink betweenchildhoodsexul
and Finkelhor 1986). abuse and teenage pregnancy among a sample of 535

Fully distinguishing the physical and emotional effects adolescent mothers in Washington State. Compared with
of sexual abuse is difficult because the long-term teM who beme t but had not been bsed, selly
psychological complications are often manifested as abused adolescents began intercourse a year earlier, were
physical complaints. Limited research into the somatic more likely to have used drugs and alcohol, and were less
consequences of child sexual abuse indicates that it is likely to practice contraception. Abused adolescents were
linked to chronic pelvic pain, headaches, asthma, and als more likely to have been batterd by an intimte partner
gynecological problems (Koss and Heslet 1992). Recent and to have exchanged sex for money, drugs, or a place
research has also linked sexual abuse with such gastro- to stay. The average age at first intercourse for abused
intestinal disorders as irritable bowel syndrome and women was 13.8 years, compared with the national averag
chronic abdominal pain. These disorders, which have no of 16.2. Only 28 percent of the abused teens used birth
ciearly established pathogenesis, occur more frequently control at first intercourse, compared with 49 percent of
in women than in men, and they pose a considerable their peers.
health and economic burden. In the United States they
are the most common chronic gastrointestinal diagnoses Health effects of geiital mutiation
seen in primary care and gastroenterology practices
(Drossmsn and others 1990). The medical complications of genital mutilation can be

Early sexual victimization may also leave women less severe, especially forwomenwho are infibulated. A study
skilled at protecting themselves, less sure of their worth from Sierra Leone found that 83 percent of all women
and their personal boundaries, and more apt to accept circumcised required medical attention at some time for
vicfimizationasapartofbeingfemale.Theseeffectsmay problems related to the procedure (Hosken 1988). The
increase the chances of future victimization (Koss 1990). immediate risks of cliectomy or infibulationare similar:
Early traumatic sexual experiences have been linked to hemonhage of the clitorl artery, infection, urine retentio
increased risk for rape among colege women (Koss and and tetanus or blood poisoning from unsterile and often
Dinero 1989). Likewise, in Briere's community-based primitive cutting implements (knife, razor blade, broken
sample, 49 percent of childhood semal abuse victims glass). And the pain of the operation, often carried out
reported being battered in adult relationships, compared withoutanesthesia, cancauseyounggirlstogointo shock.
with 18 percent of the nonvictim group (Briere 1984, as Over the long termwomenwho are infilbuated generly
cited in Browne and Fuikelhor 1986). RusseD (1986) suffer more se physical health consequee dan woren
found that 68 percent of incest victims reported being the who are excised. Infibulatiom, because it involves more
victim of rape or attempted rape (excluding incestuous extensive Cutting and stitching, poses significantly higher
rape) later in their lives, compared with 17 percent of risks ofhemorrhage and infection. And the partial closing
nonabused controls. of the vaginal and urethral openings leads to more problems

Recentstudiesalsolinkearlysexualvictimizationwith relating to retention of urine and menstmal blood, such
high-risk behaviors in adolescence and adulthood, as chronic urnary tract infections, stones in the urethra
including excessivedrug and alcohol use, unprotected sex orbladder, constautbackandmenstrualpain, irreglarity,
with multiple partners, prostitution, and teen pregnancy and repeated reproductive tract infections. In some cases
(Zierler and others 1991; Finkelhor 1987; James and these infections can lead to sterility, a devastating con-
Meyerding 1977; Boyer and Fine 1992). A variety of sequence for women whose wordt is defined largely in
studies link childhood abuse to the later development of terms of their ibility to bear children.
alcoholism, especially in women (Dembo 1987; Jellinek, Iibulation destines a woman to a cycle of pain, ctting,
Murphy, and Poitrast 1992; Blane, Miller, and Leonard and restitching to accommodate sexual intimacy and
1988). A particularly well-designed multiple-regression childbirth. Infibulated women often must be cut on their
analysisby Miller, Downs, and Testa (forthcoming) found wedding night to make intercourse possible, and again
that rates of childhood victimization were significantly for the birth of a child. Intercourse is frequently perceived
greaterforwomeninalcoholismtatmentprogrmsthan as painful, a perception that likely has both physical and
forwomen in treatment for other mental health problems, psychological roots. And at the time of birth, infibulation
bantered women widtout alcobol problems, or nonlcoholic puts both mother and child at rislk Among 33 infibulated
women in the general population. 1hese findins remained modhers folowed at Somalia's Benadir Hoil all requied
signficant even after controlling for demographic ard extensive epiiotomies during chidbirh, their second-sta
familybackgrounddifferences,includingparentalalcohol labor was five times klnger than normal, five of teir babies
problerms. died, and 21 suffered oxygen deprivation because of the

Researchers Debra Boyer and David Fne (1992) long and obstucted labor (Warsame 1988). Most women
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are reinfibulated after childbirth to reconstruct a small No action will entrench genital mutilation more
vaginal opening; over time this repeated cutting and thanlegitimatingittiroughthemedicalprofession.
stitchingtransformsthegenital area into tough, unyielding If doctors and hospitals start to perform it, rather
scar tissue. than condemn it, we will have no hope of ever

Although excised women normally have fewer long- eradicating the practice. Atd respect and authority
term complications than women who are infibulated, given to doctors will be transferred to the practice
clitoridectomy is not without serious risks. A significant and [activists] wiU lose [their] credibility. (Dorkenoo
share of excised women face a lifetime of unending and Scilla 1992)
infections, pain, bleeding, and abscesses. They also face
the possibility of severe psychological repercussions. Little Effects of violence agalnst women
research has been done on the psychological impact of on the health care system
genital mutilation, but clinicians report serious long-term
distress and psychological dysfunction in some cases. Violence affects women's health-and the health of society
Based on her experience in Sudan, Dr. Nahid Toubia at large-by diverting scarce resources to the treatment
describes a pattern of vague physical complaints, of largely preventable social ill. Considering the prevalence
depression, and lethargy amongcircumcisedwomenvery of abuse and the nature of its health effects, it is reasonable
similar to that common among sexually abused or raped to conclude that victimization represens a significant drain
women in the United States: on available health resources. A study at a major U.S.

health maintenan organization (HMO) fonmd that a history
hosands ofwomen rn Sudan] come to the Ob/Gyn of rape or assault was a stronger predictor of physician

ou4patient cliics with vague chic sympqoms which visits and outpatient coats than any other variable, including
they metaphorically interpret as originating from a woman's age ar such health risks as smoking (Koss,
the pelvis. These women are perceived by doctors Kos, aun Woodmff 1991). This analysis,
and the hospital authorities as a great nuisance and which included five demographicvariables, four measures
a drain on the system since they have no medically of health status, and five measures oflifetimestress, found
detectable pathology. Sitting for hours listening the following:
to them, it soon becomes clear that the vague
symptoms of general fatigue, loss of sleep, backache, * Women who had been raped or beaten bad medical
headache, pelvic congestion, uttered in a depressed, costs in the index year that were two and a half times
monotonal voice, are a muted cry for help for a higher than those of women who were not victimized
much more deeply feltpain. With a little probing, ($401 versus $161).
the women talk about fear of sex, the threat of * According to a temporal analysis based on a subset
infertility after infection, and fears about the state of victims, the biggest increase in use of health care
of their genitals (they have no way of assessing services occurred in the second year following
whether they are normal). (Toubia 1993, p. 19) victimization, but four years after the incident it still

had not returned to baseline.
In 1982 the World Health Organization(WHO) issued * Women who have been assaulted or raped describe

a statement warning that genital mutilation should never themselvesaslessbealthy, experiencemoresymptoms
be carried out by professional health staff. Despite this acrss ully all body syems (except kin and eyes),
statementandmany similarresolutionsdraftedbyvarious and report higher rates of behaviors injurious to the
medical bodies, delegates to the UN Human Rights health (such as smoking and failure to use seat belts).
Seminar on Traditional Practices held in Burkina Faso
in 1991 reported that, for reasons of financial gain, A similar study by Felitti (1991) found tht among
medical personnel are performing circumcisions in womenenroiledinanHMOplan, 22percentofthose who
hospitals in place of the midwives and traditional had a history of childhood molestation or rape had visited
practitioners who normally carry out the procedure a physician 10 or more times a year, compared with only
(Dorkenoo and Scilla 1992). Although 'medicalizing" 6 percent of nonvictimized women. And in a random,
circumcisionmay reduce the immediate risksof infection, popuation-based survey of medical cae use inLos Angees,
it does not end the abuse of women's human rights respondents with a history of sexual assault were nearly
represented by this unnecessary, mutilating surgery. As twice as lilely to have sought mental health care and a
Aziza Kamil, leader of the Cairo Family Planning third more likely to have visited a physician within the
Association'sproject on female genital mutilation, points past six months than men and women who had not been
out: sexually assaulted (Golding and others 1988). This effect

perided even after gder, ethicty, and ager vu conukled
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for. The etudy'smultivariateanalysis sugests thatassault use beth serices thm among tlte who do mt, uedini
has an indirect influence, affecting health carm use by the importance of using health cae facilities to identify
increasing psychiatric morbidity and reducing functional victims of violence for referal for appropriate advocacy
ability. The study also demonstrates thal the prevalence and support.
of sexual assaultis significantly higher among those who
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5. Implications of gender violence
for health and development

Gender violence has important implications for socio- tis abuse that the outside world is dangerous, and thereine
economicdevelopment and forkey initiativesahreadyhigh limit their engagement in the world.
on tc international health agenda. Yet few mainstream Violence against women can also thwart the development
development organizations, even among those devoted of the wider community through its effect on women's
to health issues, have focused on violence. The World participationin development projects. A study coumisioned
Health Organization and a handfil of NGOS have sup- byUNIFEM/Mexicotofindoutwhywomenstoppedpar-
ported efforts to eliminate genital mutilation, but such ticipating in projects found that threats from men were
abuses as battery, rape, and incest have been largely a major cause. Menperceived the growing empowerment
ignored. The Women, Health and Development program oftheirwivesasa theat to their control, and used beatings
of the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO) and totrytoreversethisprocessofempowerment.lnMadrs,
the Canadian NGO MATCH International are notable India, a revolving loan fund of the Worling Women's
exceptions. Forum almost collapsed aRer the project leaders, sualjeed

lo mnmd domedic violence, sopped parcipirg (Crilo
Effect on socioeconomic development 1992). AsDr. ChristineBradley,PrincipalProjectOfficer

for the Papua New Guinea Law Reform Commission,
Gender violence, dtrough its effects ona woman's ability observes:
to act in the world, can serve as a brake on socioeconomic
development The development community has come to Simply attending a meeting may be dangerous for
ealize that such problems as high fertility, deforestation, a woman whose husband does not want her to go.

and hunger cannot be solved without women's full In [Papua New Guinea] some husbands prevent
participation. Yet women cannot lend their labor or heir wives firom attending meeings by lockLag them
creative ideas fully when they are burdened with the in the house, or by pulling them off the vehicle
physical and psychological scars of abuse. they have boarded to take them to the meeting, or

New evidence from the United States suggests that evenby pursuing them to the meeting and draggiqg
the scars of victimization can also lead to lower fuure them home. (Bradley 1990, p. 5)
educational attainment and income levels for womenwho
are abused. Using simultaneous equations to model the In a particularly gruesome example of male backlash,
income effects of childhood sexual abuse, Batya Hyman a female leader of the highly successfiul government-
(1993) has shown that women who have been abused earn sponsoredWomen'sDevelopmentProgmmueinRajathan,
3 to 20 percent less each year than women who have not India was recenty gngrapedbymalecommunitymbes
been abused, with the discrepancy depending on the type because they disapproved of herorganizing efforts against
of sexal abuse experienced and the number of per- child marriage. They raped the woman in ber home in
petrators (the model controls for all other factors known front of her husband, and warned him Keep your wife
to affect income prospects). Incestuous abuse affected in line or we'l rape her again." The incident and the fear
income indirectly through its impact on educational thatitinduceddealtamajorblowtotDeproject'smomentum
atainmentandmental andphysicalhealth status.Women (Rao Gupa person communication, 1993; Mathur 1992).
seully abused by stangers suffered an additionl direct Elsewhere, men may use force to divert the benefits
effect on income; Hyman speculates that they learn from of development from womun. Case studies of victims of
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domestic violence in Peru and of garment workers in the Effect on maternal health
Mexican maquiladoras reported that men frequently beat
their wives to get their earnings (Vasquez and Tamayo Pregnancy sold be a time when the health and well-bing
1989, as quoted in Carrillo 1992). of women are especially respected. But surveys suggest

To avoid violence, women learn to restrict their that pregnant women are prime targets for abuse. Results
behavior to what they think will be acceptable to their from a large prospective study of battery during pregnancy
husbands or partners. As Bradley (1990) observes, among low-income women in Baltimore and Houston
"Threats or fears of violence control women's minds as indicated that one of every six pregnant womenwas battered
much as do acts of violence, making women their own during her present pregnancy (McFarlane and others 1992).
jailers." In Papua New Guinea, for example, a recent The study, published in the Joumal 4othceAnwicanMeiical
study reports that married female teachers do not apply Association, followed a stratified cohort of 691 white,
for or accept promotions in large part because they fear African-American, and H;spanic women for three years.
retaliation from their husbands: women represent only Sixty percent of the abused women reported two or more
39 percent of the country's primary school teachers and episodes of violence, and they were three times as likely
5 percent of head teachers (Gibson 1990). as nonabused women to begin prenatal care in the third

Fear of stranger-perpetrated violence similarly limits trimester. Other studies indicate that, compared with women
women's participation in public life. In the United States who are not beaten, women battered during pregnancy
49 percent of 299 women surveyed in six neighborhoods ran twice the risk of miscarriage and four times the risk
in Chicago, Philadelphia, and San Francisco estimated of havinga low-birth-weightbaby (Starkand others 1981;
their chances of being raped in their own neighborhood Bulock and McFarian 1989). Low birh weight is a powerfil
as five or higher on a 10-point scale. Nearly hal f said that predictor of a child's survival prospects in the first year
they relied on restrictive, isolating tactics (not going out, of life.
not going to certain places) "all or most of the time" or In the developing world a survey of 342 randomly
"fairly often" to protect themselves. By contrast, 90 sampled women near Mexico City revealed that 20 percent
percent of men living in the same neighborhoods said that of those battered reported blows to the stomach during
they never restricted their behavior out of fear (Gordon pregnancy (ShraderCoxand Valdez Santiago 1992). And
and Riger 1989). Similarly, in a 1990 newspaper survey in a study of 80 battered women who sought judieial
in Seoul, Korea, women identified fear of sexual violence interventionagainsttheirpartners in SanJose, Costa Rica,
as a principal cause of stress in their lives (Korea Sexual 49 percent reported being beaten during pregnancy. Of
Violence Relief Center 1991). In a separate survey of these, 7.5 percent reported miscarriages due to the abuse
2,270 Korean women, 94 percent said that they felt (Ugalde 1988). For motbers in developing countries who
uneasy because of the spread of sexual violence against arealreadymalnourishedandoverworkedandlack access
women. Forty percent felt "extremely uneasy" and to adequate health cae, battering during pregnancy is liely
reported restricting their activities because of their fear to have an even greater effect than for most women in
(Korea Sexual Violence Relief Center 1991). industrial countries.

In the developing world this distinctly female fear can Violence may also be responsible for a sizable but
have unexpected and insidious effects. Fear of rape has unmecognized share of maternl mortality, especially among
exacerbated undernutrition among Ethiopian refugee young umwed pregnant women. Fauveau and Blanchet (1989)
families in Sudanese border camps. In a recent survey report that in Matlab Thana, Bangladesh, homicide, and
of women's mental health sponsored by the United suicidemotivatedbythestigmaofrape,pregnancyoutside
Nations Development Programme, Ethiopian refugee ofmarriage, orbeatingsorby dowry problems, accounted
women said that they had reduced the number of cooked for 6 percent of 1,139 maternal deaths between 1976 and
meals they fed their children because they feared being 1986.'3 The figure rises to 21.5 percent if deaths due to
raped-as many had been-while collecting firewood, a botched abortios arincluded, many of which au likewise
task requiring a two-to-tree-hour foray outside the camp related to shame over pregnancies outside of marnage.
(LaPin 1992). Similarly, femalehealthpromotersworking Among aU deaths of women age 15 to 44 (not just makrnmal
in rural Gujurat, lndia, when discussing obstacles to their deaths), intentional injury accounts for 12.3 percent, with
work, emphasized their reluctance to travel alone between deaths due to homicide and suicide outnumbering those
villages for fear of being raped. They requested self- due to abortions.
defense training to enable them to continue their work Intentional injury was also found to be a significant
(Khanna 1992). These examples, far from isolated, caseofmarndeths amongwomeninChicago,llinois.
illustrate the paralyzing and largely unrecognized effect Researchers examining the reco.rds of the Cook County
that violence can have on women and on social Medical Examiner found that trauma was the numw one
development. cam of matenal deaths betweenJaninuy 1986 and Decm1ber
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1989, accounting for 46 percent of all maternal deaths. increased risk of violence. According to Pamela
Of these, 57 percent were due to homicide and 9 percent Onyango of Family Planning Intenational Assistance,
to suicide (Fildes, Reed, and Jones 1992). women in Kenya have been known to forge their

A prospective study of 161 women living in Santiago, putner's signatur rather than risk violence or abandon-
Chile, revealed that women living in socially and ment by requesting his permission to use family plan-
politicaly violent areas had a significantly higher risk of niug services (Banvell 1990). a-mrchers conducting
pregnancy complications than women in less violent focus groups on sexuality in Mexico and Peru found that
neighbohoods. After adjusting for pontially confoundig women there similarly feared violence, desertion, or
variables(income,education,maritalsttus,underweight, accusations of infidelity if they brought up birth control
cigarettesmolkng, dissatisfactionwithneighborhood, life (Folch-Lyon, Macorra, and Schearer 1981; Fort 1989).
events, alienation, uncertainty, and depression), Not surprisingly, when family planning clinics in
researchers found that high levels of sociopolitical Ethiopia stopped requiring spousal consent, use of the
violence were associated with an approximately fivefold clinics rose 26 percent in just a few months (Cook and
increase in risk of such pregnancy complications as pre- Maine 1987).
eclampsia, premature labor, threat of miscarriage, and Not all women who fear violence because of using
gestational hypertension (Zapata and others 1992). If the or discussing contraceptives are necessarily at risk of
stress and trauma of living in a violent neighborhood can actual abuse. In fact, some studies suggest that many
induce complications, it is reasonable toassume thatliving men may be more accepting of family planning than
in the private hell of an abusive relationship can produce most women suspect (Gallen 1986). But communication
similar sequelae. in marriage is often so limited that women have no idea

of their partner's view of family planning but me
Effect on familv plannng that it mirrors the cultural norm-frequently that men

want large families and distrust women who use birth
Many women limit their use of contraception out of fear control. The discrepancy between womens perceptions
of male reprisal (D)ixon-Muelier 1992). Men in many and reality also speaks to the way that violence induces
cultus reject birth control because they think it signals fear by example.
a woman's intention to be unfaithfil, based on the logic Even in countries where birth control is geneally
that protection against pregnancy allows a woman to be accepted, violence can restrict a woman's ability to
promiscous. And where fathering children is a sign of exercise reproductive and sexual autonomy. In a repre-
viriity, a woman's request to use birth control may be sentative survey of women in Texas, more than 12
intpreted as an affront to her partner's masculinity. percent of the 1,539 respondents reported having been
Although the male partner's approval is not always the sexually abused by a husband, exhusband, boyfriend,
deciding factor, studies from countries as diverse as or ex-boyfriend after the age of 18. Of those 187
Bangladesh, Mexico, and South Africa have found that women, 12.3 percent stated that they had been prevent-
it was the single greatest predictor of women's ed from using birth control and 10.7 percent that they
contraceptive use.'4 When partners disapprove, women had been forced to get pregnant against their will
forgo contraception or resort to family planning methods (Grant, Preda, and Martin 1989).
they can use without their partner's knowledge. Studies from the United States suggest that sexual

The unspoken reality behind this subterfuge is that victimization may play an indirect role in perpetu
women can be abused if they do not comply with men's unwanted pregnancy. In a community-based, random
sexual and childbearing demands. In a recent interview survey of women in Los Angeles, Wyatt, Guthrie, and
Hope Mwesigye of FIDA-Uganda, a nonprofit legal aid Notgrass (1992) found that women who were sexually
orgnization for women in Kampala, recounted the story abused in childhood were 2.4 times more likely to be
of a young married mother running from a husband who sexually revicfimized during adulthood; revictimized
beat her regularly. Although he earned a decent wage, women, in turn, had a significantly higher rate of
the woma's husband refused to maintain her and their unintended and aborted pregnancies than non-revictim-
two children. To avoid bringing into the world more ized women.
childrenwhom she could not feed, the womanbeganusing Boyer and Fme's (1992) study of adolescent mother
birth control, without her husband's consent. When she in Washington State, discussed above in the section on
failed to bring forth more children, the beatings began; the health effects of child and adolescent sexual abuse,
they became more brutal when he learned that she was suggests tht tr amrelin s between chidhood sexld abus
using contaceptives (Banwell 1990). and unwanted pregnancy among teenage women. Noting

Where legal provisions require spousal permission that concerted effort to improve teenagers' access to
before birth control can be dispensed, women can be at contraception and sex education had failed to reduce the
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rateofadolesentprgnamy intheUnitedStatesoverthe increased sisk of STDs, including AIDS, thru the
past 20 yea, the authors sugest that a "key factor in responses it generates in victims. Several studies link a
the conundrum of adolescent high-nsk sexual behavior history of sexual abuse with a high nsk of entering
und adolescent pregnancy" (1992, p. 11) may be prostitufion (Fuilor 1987; James and M-yerding 1977).

unresolved issues around early sexual victimization. Researchers from Brown Unversity found that men and
women who had been raped or forced to have sex during

Effect on STD and AIDS prevention their chilhood or adolescence were four times more licely
than dna d people to have waed in pmtun daer

Not surprisingly, male violence can impede women's and others 1991). They were also twice as likely to have
ability to protect themselves from HIV and other sexually multiple partners in any single year and to engage in casual
transmitted diseases (STDs). Violence can increase a sex with partners they did not know. Women survivors
woman's risk through nonconsensual sex or by limiting of chilMood sexua assault were twice as likly to be heavy
her willingness or ability to get her partner to use a consumers of alcohol and nearly three times more liely
condom. In many cultures suggesting condom use is even to become pregnant before age 18. These behaviors did
more threatening than raising birth control in general, nottmnslatedimcyintohigherratesofEI[Vamongwomen,
because condoms arewidelyassociatedwithpromiscuity, but men who had experienced cild&ood sexal abuse were
,nratitution, and disease. A woman's act of bringing up twice as likely to be HlV-positive as men who had not.
comdom use can be perceived as insinuating her infidelity The higber prevalence of HIV among male suvivors coud
tcimplicitly challenging a male partner's right to conduct not be explained by a history of intravenous drug use.
outside relationships. Either way, it may trigger a violent Based on a probability survey of 407 men and women
responu (Worth 1989). on Barbados, anthrpologist Penn Hdwerker has liewise

An AllS prevention strategy based solely on shown that sexual abuse is the single most important
"negotiating" condom use assumes an equity of power deteminantofhigh-risk sexualactivityamongBarbadian
between men and women that simply does not exist in adolescents (adwerker 1993a). After a wide range of
many relationships. Even in consensual unions, women socioeconoi and li( varia (frex e,
often lack control over their sexual lives. A study of an absent father) are controlled for, sexual abuseremains
home-based industrial workers in Mexico, for example, strongly linkedbothtothe numberofpartners; adolescents
found that wives' bargaining power in marriage was have and to their age at first intercoure. Further nalysis
lowest with regard to decisions about whether and when shows that the direct effects of chldhood sexual abuse
to have sexual intercourse (Beneria and Roldan 1987). on a person's sexual behavior remain significant into the
Studies of natural family planning in the Philippines, mid-thirties. For men, physical, emotional, and sexual
Peru, and Sri Lanka and of sexual attitudes among abuse in childhood is also highly correlated with failure
women in Guatemala report forced sex in marriage, to use condoms in adulthood, after controlling for many
especially when men arrive home drunk (Liskin 1981; other variables.'5

Lundgen and others 1992). The summary of the There is some evidence that sexual abuse may affect
Guatemalan study's focus groups observes that 'it is women's risk of AIDS through its effect on their drug
clear from the replies the women gave...that being use (ullkwe, Lawn, and Fuilove 1992; Pane and Cavin
forced thrugh violence to have sex by their partner is 1993). ha quaitate study of womenantzllng anluc4ient
not an uncommon experience for Guatemalan women" methadone maintnnce clinic in the South Bromnx, early
(Lundgren and others 1992, p. 34). sexual abuse-especially incest-emerged as one of the

For womenwho live withviolent or alcoholic partners most foxmativeexperiences inthelivesofwomenaddicted
the possibility of coercive sex is even more pronounced. to drmgs (crack, cocaine, heroin). As author Dooley Worth
In the United States 10 to 14 percent of marnied women explain:
report being physically forced to have sex against their
will, but among battered women the prevalence of Thesenseofstigmatizationandshameexperienced
coercive intercourse is at least 40 percent (Campbell and by female incestvictims .. .leaves the young women
Alford 1989). In Bolivia and Puerto Rico 58 percent of feeling unloved, unlovable and unable to say 'no'
batered wives report being sexually assaulted by their to things they do not wat to do such as hasing
partner (ISIS Inbtrnational 1988), and in Colombia the sex or using dnugs. (Worth 1991; emphasis in
reported rate is 46 percent (PROFAMIA 1992). Given original)
te percentage of women around the world who live with
physically abusive partners, sexual coercion within Anotier effict of icet in girls is a tendency to dissociat
consensual unions is probably common. from theirbodies. This makes denial of risk-taking easier

Childhood sexual abuse also puts individuals at and leaves girls more vulnerable to peer pessure. With
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this constellation of effects, it is not surprising that relating to health, but by eroding fatalism, improving
researchers are finding links between childhood wexal women's self-confidence, and changing the balance of
abuse and such behaviors as intravenous drug use, alcohol power in he family (Lindenbaum, Chakraborty, and Elias
abuse, and precocious sexuality (Worth 1991). 1985; Levine and others 1987; Caldwell 1979). In the

words of Peter Adamson (1988), 'Education erodes
Effect on chUdren resignation and substitutes for it a degree of confidence.

an awareness of choice, a belief that decisions can be made,
Children who witness wife abuse are at risk of being circumstanceschanged,lifeimproved."Usingqualitative
assaulted themselves and of developing adjustment research techniques, Griffiths (1988) has identified some
problems during childhoc' and adolescence. In a study of the mechanisms through which maternal confidence
of battered women presenting to the Institute of Legal und self-esteem affect child health. Her research in
Medicine in Bogoti, Colombia, 74 percent of those who Cameroon, India, and Indonesia has demonstrated that
had children said that their children were present during mothers withhigher self-esteem take a more assertive role
the attack. In 49 percent of cases the children were also in their child's feeding-they introduce weaning foods
injured (Berenguer 1988). Of 80womenpresentingto the at the appropriate age, they take swifter action when a
Medico Forense of San Jose, Costa Rica, 40 percent said child is sick, and they persist in feeding even when a child
that their children were also beaten by their partner refuses. Not surprisingly, more confident mothers have
(Ugalde 1988). And in a representative survey of women better nourished children.
in Texas, 33 percent of those abused during their lifetime If education is in fict a proxy for some intervening
had childrenwho were abusedby the same person(Teske variable such as self-confidence or autonomy, anything
and Parker 1983). that undermines confidence will affect child health. Acts

Perhaps even more significant than the physical injury of violence and society's tacit acceptance of them stand
that results from f&mily violence is the effect it has on as constant reminders to women of their low worth. Where
children's sense of security and their developing per- women's confidence and status are critical to achieving
sonalities. Two recent studies show that children who a development goal-such as improving child survival-
witness violence experience many of the same emotional violence, or the fearof it, will remain a powerful obstacle
and behavioral problems that abused children do, in- to progress.
cudng depresson, aggression, disobedience, nightmares, New empirical data also link abuse of women by their
poor school performance, and somatic health complaints husbands to the nutritional status of their children. In a
(Davis and Carlson 1987; Jaffe and others 1986)." And census study of married women in three villages in rural
evidence from Canada and the United States suggests that Yarnatak, I1dia, qualitaive and quantitative data indicated
children who witness or experience violence are more tdat inadequate payment of dowries and men's consumption
likely to be abusive as adults (Stordeur and Stille 1989). of alcohol were the single greatest predictors of whether

But violence may affect child survival inanother, more a wife would be beaten (Rao and Bloch 1993). The children
subtle way. It is well established that female education of women who were beaten were mom malnourished and
is significantly and independently related to child survival received less food than other equivalent children, a result
(Blumberg 1989). What is not yet clear is how education the authos suggest may stem fiom the effects of wife beatig
affects child health. There is increasing evidence that on women's bargaining position in marriage.
schooling works not by imparting new knowledge or skills
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6. Steps toward eliminating violence against women

Violence against women is an extremely complex phe- female behavior.. or just to enjoy a feeling of
nomenon, deeply rooted in gender-based powerrelations, supremacy. (Bernard 1986, p. 26)
sexuality, self-identity, and social institutions. Any
strategy to eliminate gender violence must therefore Indeed, in many societies women are defined as inferior
confront the underlying cultural beliefs and social and the right to dominate them is considered an essential
structures that perpetuate it. To be effective, such a aspect of being male. A strategy to prevent violence
strategy would have to draw ona wide range of expertise must therefore begin by dismanding these cultul
and resources, both governmental and nongovernmental. belief and deconstructing notions of masculinity that

Our understanding of the exact causes of gender promote aggressive sexual behavior and domination of
violence still needs refining. But the results of severl women. To the extent that male sexual behavior is
recent cross-cultural studies on fiamily violence and rape 'predatory" in certain cultures, it is nt because male
reinforce the feminist contention that hierarchical gender
re ions-perpetuated through gender socialization and
socioeconomic inequalities-play an integral role in
violence againstwomen(box 4). Using complexstatistics Box 4 Correates of gender violence in
and coded ethnographic data from 90 societies throughout cross-Uhtural studies
the world, Levinson (1989) identified four factors that,
taken together, are strong predictors of the prevalence Predictive of high Woknce
of violence againstwomen ina society. These factors am 1. Violent interpersonal conflict resolutione
economic inequality between men and women, a pattern 2. Economic inequality between men and womezf
of using physical violence to resolve conflict, male 3. Masculine ideal of male dominance,
authority and control of decisionmaking in the home, and tougsne, honocr b

divorce restrictions for women. The study suggests that 4. Male economic and decisionmaking authority
economic inequality for women is the strongest factor, 4n the econodn r
reinforced by male control in the family and a woman's in the fisnly
inability to divorce.

Ihese finduigs reinforce the femiiview that violenc Predictive of low iolence
against women is hot an inherent part of 'maleness' but 1. Female power outside the home! 6'
a function of socially constructed norms of acceptable 2. Active community intervention in violenceb 
behavior. As Cheryl Bernard, Director of Austria's 3. Presence of all-female work or
Ludwig Boltma=nn Institute of Politics, notes: solidarity groups' C

4. Sanctuay from violence
Violence against women in the family takes place shelry from vilenc
because the perpetrators feel, and their environ- (shelters, friend, family?
ment encourages them to feel, that this is an
acceptable exercise of male prerogative, a a. Sunday 1981.
legtimate and apprpriate way to relieve their b. Counts, Brwn, and Capbeil 1992.
own tension in conditions of stress, to sanction
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"sexuality" is aggressive, but because sexuality is used that have pushed this issue forward despite local and
to expross power relations based on gender. ThUS any national resistance. To be effective, work to combat
effort to eradicate violence must also address the violence must be site-specific, emerging from the
underlying power dimensions. cultural and political realities of each country. A wealth

Clearly, any systematic effort to root out violence of well-organized NGOs are already working throughout
must be multidimensional, dmwing on the expertise and the developing world on many of the programs outlined
resources of many sectors, both governmental and below. A recent directory published by ISIS Internation-
nongov.rnmental. Although the response of the health al (1990) lists 379 separate organizations working on
sector is clearly important, a strategy that seeks to go gender violence issues in Latin America alone. These
beyond treating "the symptoms' of abuse must focus on groups, which function with little outside support, could
eliminating the attitudes and beliefs that legitimize easily be strengthened with a minimal investment of
violence and justify male control of female behavior. resources.
And it must improve women's access to power and
resources so as to give them realistic alternatives to Justdce system reform
staying in abusive relationships. As JoAnne Leslie,
codirector of the Los Angeles-based Pacific Institute for The gross inadequacy of most laws in protecting victims
Women's Health, observes: 'To the extent that more or sanctioning violent perpetrators has made legal
education, higher incomes, occupations outside of the reform an important priority for many groups working
home, access to credit etc. empower women and on violence against women. Clearly, amending laws on
enhance their self esteem, these may prove much more paper is not enough to ensure change, but strong laws
effective in reducing the morbidity and mortality can be a conmiderable asset in helping women protect
associated with domestic violence, than more direct themselves from violence. Three critical tasks in lgal
health sector intervention" (1992, p. 26). reform are changing laws that keep women trapped in

A strategy to prevent violence must also promote abusive relationships, removing barriers to prosecution,
nonviolent means to resolve conflict (between all and eliminating aspects of the law that are prejudicial to
members of society-men, boys, family members). women.
Passing laws to criminalize violence within family A number of laws have worked to trap women in
elationships-in the same way that societies ciminamlize relationships. Article 114 of Guatemala's Civil Code,

violence between strangers-is an important way to for example, grants a woman's husband the right to
redefine the frontiers of acceptable behavior. Using prohibit her from working outside the home; among
violence to resolve conflicts is a learned behavior- other things, this drasticaly limits a woman's ability to
children are exposed to violence by their parents' gain the financial independence needed to escape an
behavior in their homes and through television, film, abusive relationship (Garcia 1992). In Ecuador, until a
and videos. Levinson's study suggests that violence 1989 legal reform, a husband had the right to force his
against women is particularly prevalent in societies in wife to live with him no matter how abusive he may
which the use of force to resolve interpersonal conflicts have been ';- nce, Palan, and Jacome 1992). And in
is condoned. Chile divorce is illegal for any reason, even in cases of

This policy section recommends actions involving a extreme violence (Valdez 1992). Such laws put women
broad range of actors. Appendix A outlines a compre- living in violent relationships at substantial risk
hensive program designed to confront and eliminate Laws in other countries make it almost impossible to
violence against women, which includes both long-term prosecute vi ,-ence against women, especially violence
actions to prevent future violence and shorter-term perpetedby anintimate partner. InPakistan, for example,
responses to victims' needs. The reader may wish to four male M ;lim witnesses must testify before a man
review the appendix before reading further. The section can be convicted and subjected to the hadd punishment
that follows explores some of the interventions and (the most severe) for rape (Human Rights Watch 1992).
approaches that have been tried in different parts of the It is extremely difficult in Pakistan to get any conviction
world, to give a sense of the innovative programming of rape, even for the lesser tazirpenalty (public flogging,
that is beginning to evolve. rigorous imprisonment, or fines), because the Law of

Unlike for many health and development issues, the Evidence considers women "incompetent' as witnesses
most important step that can be taken to combat violence in cases of rape and grants their testimony only the status
is fairly clear: support the nascent initiatives already of corroborative evidence. In 1979 Pakistan passed the
under way. Some of these are at the governmental level hudood ordinance, which made aU forms of sex outside
(see box 5 for examples), but most represent the niaTige udin g fmoication and adulery-crimes agimst
unfiring efforts of autonomous women's organizations &e state. Women who have failed to meet Palistan's high
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standard of proof for rape have themselves been thrown In addition, in the vast majority of countries the law
injailforadulteryorfomicationbasedontheiradmission does not recognize marital rape or domestic violenoe.
of iatercourse. Human rights activists estimate that up to Although most legal systems have laws against asnault,
1,500 Pakistani women are in prison awaiting trial for these provisions are often difficult to use to convict an
hudood violations (Human Rights Watch 1992). intimate partner.In LatinAmerica thedefinitionofassault

Rape laws that are prejudicial against women are not often requires a finding of injury sufficient to incapacitate
uncommon. The definition of rape is extremely narrow the victim for a set number of days (frequently a week
in most countiies, and the law and judicial systems often or more). Normally, such findings must be made by an
treat rape as a crime against public morlity, family official forensic doctor, who evaluates whether the incident
honor, or-as in African customary law-property, rather meets the legal definition of inj ury, or lesion But because
than as a clime against the woman. In cases of sexual incapacitation is usually framed in terms of inability to
violence the justice system is almost universally biased work, and because work is seen as employment outside
against women who are not virgins. In some Latin the home, a woman's injury may not be interpreted as
American countries-for example, Brazil, Costa Rica, a lesion, regardless of the physical or mental health
Ecuador, and Guatemala-the law defines certain sexual consequences it may have for her.
offenses as crimes only if they are committed against Similar distinctions hold in India, where assaults that
"honest"-that is, virginal-women or girls. Laws in Chile do not cause grwievous harm' are "'nncognzble" offenos-
and Guatemala specifically exonerate a man who agrees that is, the police can take no action without first seeking
to marry the girl he has raped; his marriage to the victim a warrant from a magistrate. "Grievous harm' includes
is perceived as restoring her honor and that of her family only certain types of permanent injuries, such as
(Garcia 1992; Valdez 1992). emasculation, loss of sight or hearing, or permanent

Box 5 Government initiatives against gender-based violence

In February 1991 the government of Canada an- tablished the ComomvealthState National Committee
nounced a new four-year Family Violence Initiative, on Violenx Against Women (NCVAW) with a thl}eyear
a 'call to action" intended to mobilize community budget of$1.35 million. TheNCVAW initiates resarch,
action, strengthenCanada'slegal frunework, establish coordinates the development of policy, programs,
services on Indian re^-rves and in Inuit communities, legislation, and law enforcement on a national level,
develop resources to help victims and stop offenders, and conducts and coordinates community education
and provide housing for abused women and their on violence against women. Among the committee's
children (Government of Canada 1991). founding principles: "womenhave a fundamental right

In 1991 Chile's Congress created El Servicio to be sae," an "men must be held completely exomse
Nacionalde la Mujer(SERNAM)toadvance therights for their violence' (NCVAW 1991).
and opportunities of Chilean women. SERNAM has In 1992 Bolivia's National Council for Solidarity
proposed a program to prevent family violence by and Social Development opened an Office of Battered
promoting legal reform to criminalize domestic Women, which runs a halfway house where women
violence, documenting the dimensions of the problem, can seek refuge and receive medical treatment and
organizingcommunityawarenesscampaignstochange counseling. "We are absolutely new at dealing with
public consciousness, and opening crisis centers to this," said Maria Luisa Palacios, national director of
provide legal and psychological support (Servicio the Social Welfare Agency. "We're looking for other
Nacional de la Mujer 1991). women's groups to help us understand how to handle

Brazil'snewconstitution, enactedin1988, contains this problem" (Nash 1992).
the following provision: The states should assist the Ecuador's National DevelopmentPlan for 1988-92
family, in the person of each of its members, and included, for the firsttime, an entire dpter on impnrovig
should create mechanisms so as to impede violence the situation of women. And in 1991 the government
in the sphere of its relationships (Americas Watch body in charge of women's affairs (DINAMU) added
1991). And Colombia's 1989 constitution states that a new line of action-consciousness-raisingand action
"any form of violence within the family is considered againstviolenceagainstwomen.DINAMUhasopened
destructive to its harmony and unity and will be a legal services office and a battered women's shelter,
sanctioned by law" (ISIS International 1993). but the effectiveness of these state services for women

In March 1990 the prime minister of Astralia es- hasso far beenlimited (Ponce, Palan, andJacome 1992).
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disfigurement of the face (Articles 319-26 of the Indian Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and
Penll Code; Agnes 1988). Venemzela-4ave bills under consideration (ISiS 1ernatol

In the legal systems of many countries the burden of 1993). Often such laws criminalize psychological as well
proof and the penalties for violence against women are asphysicalviolenceandprovide forordersofprotection-
biased against intimate assaults. Article 276 of the legallybinding courtorders that prohibitone personfrom
Bolivian Penal Code, for example, states that lesions abusing another. Under the most progressive stautesjudges
caused by a husband are punishable only if they can require a man to leave his home, establish temporary
incapacitate a woman for more than 30 days (Rosenberg custody and visitation arrangements for children, make
1992). InPeru the stiffest sentencepossible forwife abuse thehusbandpay financialsupport, forbidtelephone threats
is 30 days of community service. Lawyers who represent and hasment, and order the batterer to attend counling.
battered women say that, in practice, even this minimal Many women prefr proection ades to aimil prosetion
penalty a- rarely enforced (Kirk 1993). because they do not want their abuser jailed or wish to

The forensic medicine system in Latin America and avoid the trauma and expense of a trial.
parts of Asia complicates the prospects of rape The effectiveness ofprotection orders depends largely
convictions.Inmostcountriesonlygovernnment-employed on how well they are enforced. Too often, prtection ordes
forersic doctors are authorized to collect evidence on rape become meaningless pieces of paper because police and
admissible in court. These physicians are generally located judges refuse to impose the penalties for noncompliance.
only in large cities, and their offices are closed in the Where orders are enforced rigorously, however, they can
evenings and on weekends. (In Lima, Peru, where there offer a substal_ subset of women considerable protection,
are only five forensic doctors, a rural woman raped on and make it possible for them and their children to stay
a Thursday night might have to travel all day by bus and athome. Of course, forsomemen-thosewho are especially
then wait two days before she could be examined.) violent, jealous, and obsessive-the orders are essentially
Moreover, forensic doctors seldom have specialized useless; the ody way to protect their parstn is to inzrate
training in rape or domestic violence, and they routinely the abuser.
omit from theirreportsinformationcrucial to establishing Elsewhere, governments have passed laws against
the commission of a crime (Kirk 1993). particular types of violence common in their countries.

In recent years some countries have made significant The Indian government has passed a law against 'Eve
stides toward improving written laws relating to violence teasing," the sexual and physical harassment of girls and
againstwomen. InJuly 1991 Mexicorevisedits rape law women in public. Both India and Pakistan have passed
in several important ways. It redefined rape as 'a crime laws against dowry h _uasz and Banladesh has outawed
againstaperson's freedom" (ratherthanagainstmorality), acid throwing. None of these laws is widely enforced,
expanded the definition of rape to include anal wal, and however (Heise 1989). Colombia's congress is considering
vaginal penetration, increased the sentence fo rapists, a law tdat would make secuestro (the confinement or
eliminated a provisionallowinga manwho rapeL -..- or isolation) of a wife by a husband a crime. The law was
to avoid prosecution if he agrees to mary h ;, and proposedinresponsetothegrowing tendamongCokombian
requiredjudges to hand down a decision regarding access men to lock up their wives to prevent infidelity (Maridos
to an abortion within five working days (Women's World Secuestradores 1992).
1991-92). As with protection orders, such laws are only as good

Steps toward reform have also been taken in the as their enforcement, and it is in implementation that the
Philippines. In 1993 a coalition of 14 women's groups legalresponsetoviolencemostnotablyfails.Nonetheless,
developed and got introduced in Congress a progressive important initiatives have been taken in recent years to
rape law that incorporates an expanded definition of rpe, improve the responseofthejustice system to gender-based
redefines rape as a crime against the person (and not her violence (box 6). Perhaps the best known has been the
chastity), makes marital rape illegal, recognizes "physical creation ofwomen-only police stations, an innovation that
or verbal resistance in any degree ...as prima facic has spread fiom Brazil to Colobia, Uguay, Peru, Cosa
evidence of lack of consent," disallows information on Rica, and Argentina. Data from Brazil's special police
the sexual history of tie woman to prejudice her claim, stations show that women-only units have greatly facilitted
and establishes a woman's right to a closed-door court the rWoring of abuse. In Sao Paudo, for example, reported
hearing (Women's Legal Bureau 1992). rape cases went from 67 in 1985, before the women's

A growing nuber of governments, including some police stations were opened, to 841 in 1990. Sao Paulo
in the developing world (the Bhama s, Barbados, Belize, has 96 of the country's 125 women's police stations; these
Malaysia, Puerto Rico), have passed laws or reformed registered 79,000 of the national total of 205,000 crimes
their penal codes to criminalize domestic violence. And against women reported between July 1991 and August
a substantial number of counties-including Argentina, 1992, suggestingtat the number of reported cases would
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be much higher if women's police stations were more regular meotings to develop a coordinated response to
widely available in other states (Dimenstein 1992). domestic violence. Once policies are developed, lower-level

Although the women'spolice stationmare an important representatives ar assigned to meet regularly to overse
innovation, they have also had problems. Many stations their implementation. Roughly 75 to 100 communities in
have been overrun with women seeking assistance that the United States have adopted this model. The strategy
the stations do not provide: counseling, legal advice, and includes several key elements. There are written policies
help with state bureaucracies. The original plans to assign about how each agency should respond and agreements
social workers and lawyers to each station have not an coordination and shing data. A paid coordintor ma=es
materialized. The female police officers assigned to these the task force and oversees the processing of cases. Victnms'
stations become easily demoralized because their male advocates are trained to help battered women negotiate
peers do not consider their job 'real police work." the court system and other social service agencies, and
Moreover, observers have learned that, without training, training is also given to all relevant staff on the dynamnics
female officers are not necessarily more sensitive to ofabuse and related policies. Local shelters or safe homes
women's needs than their male colleagues (although are provided, as are batterer treatment progams. And
women have proven more open and responsive to there is active monitoring-preferably by an autonomous
training). Finally, the special stations have not increased women's group-to ensure that each agency carries out
the rate of prosecution because at higher levels the justice its policy and coordinates properly with other actors. Sinilar
system remains unchanged. Nonetheless, because the comns nityinterventionstrategiesarebeingimplemented
stations encourage women to come forward, they have in C..adian cities (Heise and Chapman 1992).
helped deterviolence among men who worry aboutbeing
reported to the police. Health care system reform

In industrial countries the most recent innovation in
combating violence againstwomenhas been coordinated The health care system is well placed to identi'y and refer
cormnunity intervention." This strategy brings together victims of violence. It is the only public institution likely
the policymakers concerned-from battered women's to interact with all women at some point in their Lves-as
groups, law enforcement agencies, the justice system, they seek contraception, give birth, or seek care for their
batterer treatment progams, and other relevant groups-in children.Experience has shownthat this access is important.

Box 6 Innovative justice system reform projects

In the United States feminist lawyers organized the must be highly dependable and informed. Another
Judicial Education Program to Promote Equality for effective technique is to facilitate a workshop with one
Women and Men in the Courts (Heise and Chpman partofthelegalsystemactingas hostto another(police
1992). This program has succeeded in getting more hosing prosecutors, for example)" (Stewart 1992).
than half the states to form "gender-bias" task forces In Coa Rica, El Instituto Legal de los Naciones
to detect and attack sexism in the courts. The task Unidas y Desarollo (ILANUD) offers gender sensitivity
forces, made up of judges and community representa- training, emphasizing violence against women, to
tives,have uncovereddevastatingtestimonybyvictims prosecutors,Judges, lawyers, and other professionals.
of abuse about their mistreatment in the courts and In 1992 die project conducted 32 worishops thiogout
have prompted the recal of somejudges and increased Latin America (Facio 1993).
training for judges and prosecutors. The Asia Pacific In Malaysia five organizations joined forces at the
Forum on Women, Law, and Development is end of 1984 to form the Joint Action Group Against
undertaking a similarproject that is analyzing the laws Violence Against Women (JAG). JAG organized a major
in seven Asian countries (Fernando 1993). media campaign against rape, initiated dialogue with

In Harare, Zimbabwe, the Musassa Project works the police and the medical profession, and successfully
with local police and prosecutors to sensitize them to lobbied for the creation of women-only rape teams on
issues of domestic violence and rape. Commenting on the police force. The Health Ministry agreed1 in 1987
their work, the organizers observe that "the specifics to set up one-stop crisis centers in all hospitals, staffed
of an educational strategy aimed to justice system bymedicalpersonnelandtrainedvolunteersfromlocal
professionals must be very carefully devised. In many women's organizations. TIe centers have not yet been
cases, credibility must be ensured by involving a legal established, however (APDC 1989).
professional in the education process, and the content
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Even in countries with a strong movement against or serious injury. The list includes the following (se
violence, many abused women never choose to call the appendix D for a complete danger assessment):
police or a crisis hot line, the two most widely developed
sources for referral. Advocates in Connecticut, for * Has the violence escalated over the past year?
example, estimatethatonly lOpercentofbatteredwomen * Is there a gun in the house?
living in that state ever come in contact with its extensive a Has he threatened to kill you?
network of legal advocates, shelters, and crisis centers. * Has your partner forced you into sex when you did
This may be in large part because the system relies not want it?
primarily on the police and crisis hot lines to inform * Is your partner violent outside the home?
victims about the services available (Heise and Chapman * Is your partner drunk every day or almost every day?
1992). In politically repressive countries, the likelihood
of the police serving as an adequate referml system is
even less realistic." Box 7 Abuse assessment screen

Womenwho are unable orunwillingto seekhelp from
the police or other government auhrites may nonetheless 1. Have you ever been emotionally or physically
admit abuse when questioned gently and in private by a abused by your partner or someone important
supportive health care provider. Providers have found to you?
that, contruar to their expectations, women are willing
to admit abuse when questioned direcdy and non- YE NO
judgmentaly. For example, when Planned Parenthood
of Houston and Southeast Texas added four abuse 2. Withinthe lastyear, haveyou beenhit, slapped,
assessment questions to its standard intake form, 8.2 kicked, or otewise physically hurt by somurm?
percent of women identified themselves as physically YES NO
abused. When a provider asked the same questions in
person, 29 percent ofwomen reportedabuse (Bullockand If yes, by whom
others 1989). Researchers have found that three to four Number of times
simple questions are generally enough to screen for
physical and sexual abuse (see box 7 for examples). 3. Since you've been pregnant, have you been hit,
Questions should be asked in person and in private, and slapped, kicked, or otherwise physically hurt
the questioner should make sure that the potential abuser by someone?
is not present to avoid putting the woman at additional
risL YE NO

Some who have implemented programs to screen for If yes, by whom
abuse at prenatal care clinics and emergency rooms note
that asking itself can be an important intervention "It is Number of times
my impression that some women have been waiting their Mark the area of injury on the body map
whole lives for someone to ask," notes Dr. Ana Flavia [map provided]
d'Oliveira (1993), aBrazilianpublichealth physicianwho
initiated an abuse screening program among her prenatal 4. Within the last year, has anyone forced you to
care patients. Providers can emphasize to a woman that have sexual activities?
no one deserves to be beaten or raped, and help her think
through options for protecting herself (for example, YES NO
seelding safety at a friend's house). In urban areas If yes, who
providers can refer women to a growing number of
servicesforlegalorpsychologicalsupport (see the section Number of times
below on assisting victims). Even where no external
support exists, having a sympathetic individual 5. Are you afraid of your partner or anyone you
acknowledge and denounce the violence in a woman's listed above?
life offers relief from isolation and self-blame. YES NO

Providers can also help a woman better assess the
degree of danger that her abuser poses to her and her
children. In the United States, for example, researchers andAseUted S_ae
have developed a list of warning signs that indicate thst Sme: Pker and ot 1993.
a woman is at substantially inceased risk of homicide
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* Hs your partner ever beaten you while you were however, health care facilities can gready improve their
pregnmt? stafFs sensitivity to gender-based abuse (see appendix D

for information on protocols). After the emergency
Statistical analysis shows dtt women who answer yes deprtent of the Mdical College of Pemsylaia iduced

to a cluster of these questions are at higher risk of being trainingand protocols, the share of female trumapatients
fatally wounded by their partner. By administering this found to be battered increased more than fivefold, from
simple danger assessment checklist, providers can help 5.6 percent to 30 percent (McCleer and Anwar 1989).
women evaluate their situation and take precautionary Similarly, prenatal care providers who received training
measues. Althoughachecklistalongpreciselytheselines through a program fund&d by dte March of Di
maKr not be appropriate in settings outside the United significantly increased their rate of screening for abuse.
States, the analysis required to derive such indicators is Aftersixmonths75percentofprogramdirectorsreported
staightforward and a list appropriate to any rea coultd that they had implemented abuse screening, up from zero
easily be developed. before training(Helton, McFarlane, and Anderson 1987).

Despite the potentially critical role of health care Despite their usefilness, protocols and taining are
professionals, evidence indicates that few providers stil rare in the United States. Only 20 percent of emergnq
identify and respond appropriately to victims of abuse departments in Macutoof the betteronized
(Warshaw 1989). In evaluating 481 medical records of states-had a written protocol for domestic violence in
women seeking aid for injuries at a major U.S. urban 1991 (saacandSanchez 1992). Thatsameyear,hbowever,
emergency room, physicians identified only 2.8 percent two importntinitiatives were launched that sbould improve
as battered. But closer examination of the records showed the health sector's involvement in the issue of violence.
tat 16 percent of the women had injuries considered First, the AmericanMedicalAssociation(AMA)initiated
probably or highly suggestive of abuse and almost 10 a major campaign to educate physicians and the public
perenatcouldbepositivelyidentifiedasbattered. Another about family violence and devoted an entire issue of its
15 perent had tnuma histories s1eting battering (Stark prestigious Journal of theAmerncan MedicalAssociaton
and others 1981). This means that emergency room staff to the tbeme. Second, the U.S. Joint Commission an Hospita
identified only about one in eight battered women who AccEditatio included emergency mombpoos training
passed through their service. on family violence among the criteria used to evaluat

In Alexandra Township, South Africa, a rapidly hospitals for accreditation (Heise and Chapman 1992).
urbanizing community near the heart of Johannesburg, This policy change shodd encounge more active screemng
a similar retrospective study reviewed the charts of 398 and referral of abuse -Actimns. A new project sponsored
womenpresentingwithahistoiyofassaultto the Casualty by the Family Violence Ptevention Fimd, a private, nnofit
Department of Alexandra Health Clinic during October group in San Francisco, and the Pennsylvania Coalition
and Noveniber 1991. The survey found that providers Against Domestic Violence seeks to help institutionaliz
failed to record the identity of the perpetrator in 78 the new hospital accreditation standards by developing
percent of cases; charts included such agent-less model protocols, training prgrams, and dissemination
descriptions as 'chopped with an axe' or "stabbed with strategies that canbe applied througout doe couy (Family
a knife." Charts providing more complete information Violence Prevention Fund 1993).
include the following cases: Training prviders is essenial not only to increase en

rates, but to ensure that vicfims are not revictimizedby
* A 35-year-old woman was kicked and stabbed with de heltL care system. Victims of rape and domesicassault

a screwdriver by her boyfriend. On physical frequently report being humiliated and degraded by the
examination, she had sprpubic tendess, laceraion very providers who are supposd to help them ck 1993).
of the labia minora, and swelling on her forehead. Providers who failto collectand recordevidence properly

* A 32-year-old woman was assaulted and raped by her in rape and assault cases can jeopardize any legal cases
husband. When she reported the incident to the local thata victimmightbring. Andproviders ignorantofviolence
traditional healer, he also raped her. andits sequelae can exacerbate the conswquences for women

* A 32-year-old woman who was being assaulted by her by labeling them hypochondriacs or by treating them for
husband leftthehouse to seekhelp from herrelatives. nonexistent mental illnesses. Research from the United
On her way, she was raped by three men. Statesshows thatemergencyroomdoctors are morehlikely

* A 15-year-old, married and six months pregnant, was to prescribe tranquilizers and pain medication to battered
aped by a neighbor. Herhusband was away, working women than to trua victms who are not battered (Stark,

on a contract job in one of the homelands. Flitcraft, and Frazier 1979). By deadening the pain and
cloudingjudgment, tranquilizerscanprolongthebattering

Studies show that with proper training and protocols, relationsbip and make it more difficult for women to assess
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their options or take action to protect themselves. It is on helping adolescents and young children learn non-
widely acknowledged that Valium and other tranquilizers violent ways to resolve conflict (box 8). Some concenLrate
are overprescribed by the medical profession in the on developing self-esteem and the ability to express
developing world as wel (Busto 1991). emotions in constructive, nonviolent ways. Others work

The issue of violence can and should be incorporated to challenge the gender stereotypes and notions of male
into the training of community health workers as well as prerogative perpetuated in the media and in the culture
professional staff. Project workers report that such issues at large. Programs in some schools encourage children
as domestic violence and men's alcoholism arise to disclose to an adult unwanted touching by strangers
spontaneously during health promoter meetings, especially or family members. And on college campuses
in all-female groups. Increasingly, NGO-sponsored consciousness-raising programs are being developed to
projects are incorporatingthemes on genderviolence and combat acquaintance rape.
women's status into training materials for health Much of the public education and media work by the
promoters. The Women's Program of Uraco Pueblo in women's movement can also be loosely classed as
Honduras, for example, includes socio-dramas, prevention work, although more effort has been directed
discussions, and role playing on domestic violence and at reaching potential victims than at changing men's
sexual harassment in its health promoter training, attitudes. Women's groups have held hundreds of
promoters regularly hold community meengs on domestic workshops and produced thousands of pamphlets, comic
violence, inviting lawyers to offer women legal advice books, and other consciousness-raising materials to give
and holding joint meetings with husbands and other men women basic informationabout their rights. Although few
fromthevillage(Maher, personalcommunication, 1993). of these materials have been evaluated, they have clearly
And female health workers in the SARTHI project in been useful in initiating dialogue on this often taboo
Gujurat, India, consider offering individual and subject (Zurutuza 1993). Several developing countries,
community support to victims of violence an integral part among them Ecuador and Peru, have sponsored national
of theirjob. Health promoters have accompanied women media campaigns to sensitize the public to issues
to the police station to register complaints and worked concerning rape and domestic violence (Zurutuza 1993).
with family members to marshal support for women's The Family Violence Prevention Fund in San Francisco
decisions to take action against an abusive husband. is trying to take media-based prevention a step fiurther
Project organizer Renu Khanna notes that the women by doing sophisticated market research to craft messages
themselves defined violence as a priority; SARTH[ meely aimed at changing public attitudes toward violence. This
supported their leadership on the issue (Khanna, personal effort represents the first time that the media techniques
communication, 1992). successfuily used to change drinking and smoking

On the international front tentative progress has also behavior in the United States will be applied to domestic
been made toward recognizing violence as an obstacle violence.
to women's health and development. In 1991 the Pan- In recent years justice system intervention (arrest,
gimencan Health Organization (PAHO) sponsored a prosecution) has been advanced in the United States and
conference in Mbangua entided 'Violence against Women: Canada as a tool to prevent future violence among already
A Problem of Public Health" (OPS 1992). Colombia's violent men. Until the late 1970s the traditional response
Ministry of Health issued an action agenda for women's by police to domestic calls (when they responded at all)
health which included a program on 'Prevention of Abuse was to walk the abuser around the block, using arrest only
and Attention to Victims of Violence." And the United as a last resort. This changed dramatically in the United
NationsFund for Women(UNIFEM)published Battered Staes during the 1980s as police departments-responding
Dreams: Violence against Women as an Obstacle to to pressure from advocates for battered women, fear of
Development" (Carrillo 1992). But the World Health liability suits, and a flurry of new mandatory arrest
Oranizationhas no progam or policy related to gender- laws-began to arrest offenders for intimate assaults."
based violence. In fact, in planning World Health Day Also prompting the shift in social policy were research
1993-whose theme was Injury and Violence Prevention- results from Minneapolis, published in 1984, suggesting
officials included no mention of violence against women that, compared with separtfing couples or advising them
until women's health advocates persuaded them to do so. to get help, arrest cut in half the risk of future assaults

over a six-month follow-up period (Sherman and Berk
Prevention programs 1984). These findings were widely publicized by

advocates seeking to criminalize wife assault and thus end
Although violence is in theory largely preventable, few the double standard of policing for private and public
preventive programs bave been undertaken on a wide violence.
scale.' Among thoseprograms that do exist, many focus
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But recentreplication studieshave called intoquestion average, reduce recidivism more effectively than other
the results of the Minneapolis experiment (Schmidt and possible police interventions. In fact, advocates' originl
Sherman 1993). Of five studies, only two (Colorado objective in promoting arrest was not to deter future
Springs and Miami) found even weak support for the violence, but to interrupt current abuse and to ensue
greater efficacy of arrest comparcd with other police women'sequal protectionunder the law (Stark:1993). The
interventions. Detailed analysis reveals that the effect of questionable ability of arrest to deter intimate asults
armst varies with cbaracteristicsof the porpetrator. When makes it no less effective than for other crimes: the
the perpetrmtor is married or employed, or both, arrest literature on juvenile delinquency and on general
reduces recidivism, but for unemployed and unattacbed criminology offers little empirical or theoretical support
perpetrators, arrest actually increased abuse in some for arrest deterring juvenile or adult offenders (Gelles
cities. Some have interpreted employment and marriage 1993). It may also be that arrest alone is not enough. A
asmeasuresof 'socialembeddedness,"arguingthatarrest study by Steinmln (1989) found that arrest in isolation
deters men who have more to lose (Sherman and Smith from other criminal justice sr.nctions produced greater
1992). But it is equally plausible that employment is a subsequent violence. But when part of an integrated
surrogate for other factors not measured, such as justice system response that included prosecution and
education, self-esteem, and socioeconomic standing. court-mandated treatment, arrests offered significant
Teasing out the exact nature and causes of the differential protection from further abuse.
effect will require further analysis and research. ' Elsewhereintheworldwomenhavebeguntoorganize

This is not to say that arrest serves no useful purpose toprevent genital mutilationand othertraditionalpractices
in domestic violence cases, but only that it may not, on harmful to women and girls. In 1984, at a World Health

Box 8 Initiatives to prevent gender-based violence

In Kingston, Jamaica, three groups use popular In Brooklyn, New York, the Anti-Violence
theater for prevention education on gender violence. Education Project uses self-defense trining as an
The artistic collective Sisterm uses interactive entree for discussing violence prevention with
workshops and street theater to prompt discussions on children in the public schools. The project holds
issues of domestic violence and rape. The Women's weeldy sessions to teach children self-defense and
Media Watch protests violence and objectionable nonviolent ways to resolve conflict. It draws analo-
portrayals of women in the media and uses theater gies between relationship strstegies and the philoso-
work with young peopie to help them grapple with phy of karate; it teaches that the martial arts do not
complex questions relating to sexuality and sexual condone violence, but instead that the true master is
violence. Teens in Action, a community group the one who can use the least force to achieve his or
formed after the bratal rape and murder of a young her ends. It also teaches children to look critically at
girl, performs drama to encourage critical reflection how the media misrepresent the martial arts through
in their neighborhood on issues of sexuality, male- the depiction of such pseudo-heros as Bruce Lee
female relationships, and rape (Popular Education (Ellman 1993).
Research Group 1992). Education Wife Assault (EWA) in Toronto,

In Onaro, Canada, the Ministry of Education's Ontario, works with immigrant and refugee women
Violence Prevention Initiative schools children in the to help them develop culturally appropriate violence
three R's' plus one: relationships. The progam prevention campaigns for their community. The EWA
includes a school-based family violence prevention holds "skill shops' that give women leaders the skills
curriculum tested in the schools in 1991-92, a they need to develop their own culturally specific
Handbook for the Prevention of Family Violence programs against domestic violence. It then provides
developed with the input of more th 60 profession- technical support to the women carrying out the
als, and a family violence training program for school campaigns. The EWA's staff also lend emotional
personnel. The project has published and distributed support to women organizers to help them overcome
thousands of pamphlets and storybooks, sponsored the isolation and the backlash often directed at women
theater groups, organized parent-teacher days, and working against domestic violence because of
worked with schools, the police, medical staff, shelter perceptions that they are threatening community and
workers, and social service agencies to make them cultural cohesiveness (Center for Women's Global
more aware of the issue (Etue 1991). Ieadership 1992).
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Organization-sponsored conference in Dakar, Senegal, help support groups, legal services, counseling, and
22 national committees working to eradicate genital institutional reform. Some women's organizations have
mutilationjoined to form the Inter-African Committee on also rejected the shelter model because they see it as
Traditional Practices Affecting the Health of Women and reinforcingdependency ratherthanpromoting networking
Children. In the words of Berhane Ras Work, the and problem solving (Carcedo, personal communication,
committee's president, 'female circumcision is a clear 1993).
example of social violence which women have to bear A few governments, especially at the municipal level,
in silence as a price for marriage and social identity" have also begun to provide services for battered women
(Heise 1993, p. 180). and rape victims. In 1989 the Mexican govenmnent, for

In 1990, at a conference in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, example, created specialized agencies under the District
on Traditional Practices Affecting the Health of Women Attorney's office for the rportng of sexual violence. These
and Children: How Far Forward?," African delegates agencies aim to provide legal, medical, and psychological
voted to support laws to ban female genital mutilation and care to survivors in a sensitive and confidential atmosphere.
punish those who carry out the practice. The first United New legislationhas been introduced to provide long-term
NationsHumanRightsSemiaronTradtitioonl Prctices- support for the five specialized agencies in Mexico City
held in Ouagadougou, Burkdna Faso, in May 1991- and for agencies in all 31 state capitals (Womaen's World
recommended using legislation, eduration, and such 1991-92). Likewise, Peru's Ministry of Healthis seeing
means as street theater and community organizing to end low-cost ways to shelter female vicims of violence. The
harmfil practices (Dorkenoo and Scilla 1992). African Director of Mental Healith, Maliano Querol, recently visited
women living in Europe, Canada, and the United States the United States to investigate models for asisting victims
have also begun to organize to combat the practice among in sparsely populated rural areas (Querol, personal
immigrantandrefugeepopulations(HedleyandDorkenoo communication, 1992).
1992). In both the industrial and the developing world, support

groups play an integral role inhealing and consciousness-
Programs to assist vicims raising. As Lucrecia Oller, coordinator of the Violence

Prevention Program at Lugar de Mujer in Buenos Aires,
In the industrial world rape crisis centers and battered Argentina, observes:
women's shelters have been the cornerstone of programs
to assist abuse victims. A typical rape crisis center The grwp becomes a spawe were the abused woman
supports a 24-hour hot line, community education can begin to visualize her recuperation. She has
programs, staff or volunteers who accompany raped ongoingcommunicationwithwomenwhohavebeen
women to the hospital and police station, training for workingat this fora longtime, and who sbare what
health and justice professionals, and ongoing counseling they've gone through with her. Under these
or support groups forvictims. Sheltersprovideemergency circumstances, the first tangble tool she receives
housing forwomen and children forup to several months. from the group is hope; she sees that others have
They also provide hot lines, support groups for residents, been able to free dtemselves, and begins to think
community education programs, basic child care, and dhat perbaps she can too. (PoularEfucation Research
women's advocates who help residents negotiate the legal Group 1992, p. 11)
system and social service bureaucracies. Some better-
funded shelters provide legal assistance and job training, Support groups help abused women begin to live fuller,
and employ staff who carry out taining and institutional more productive lives. They play a critical role even for
reform efforts to reduce violence against women (Heise women unable or unwilling to leave an abusive partner,
and Chapman 1992). by helping them to stop blaming themselves, by reducing

Since the early 1980s shelters and women's crisis their isolation, and by providing a springboard for social
centers have sprung up in many developing countries too. activism. The role of social support in reducing stnrss
At least 40 developing countries now have at least a reactions has also been well documented (van der Kolk
handful of NGOs that assist victims of violence. Some 1988; Rachley 1990). As Lucrecia Oiler observes, "to
countries have both specialized rape crisis centers and feel heard an underuood is to begin to fe hm" (Popular
separate services for battered women; others have one Education Research Group 1992, p. 11).
ormore all-purpose crsis centers to which female victims Support can also help women escape future violence.
of any lind of gender violence can go for services. A lecent evaluation by the Costa Rican wome's organiation
Because of the expense of maintining shelters, many CEFEMINA found that 60 percent of the abused women
developing country NGOs have decided not to open any, who attended its support groups were able to acbieve a
and instead to concentrate their limited resources on self- violence-free life within six months-most by leaving the
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relationship. Requiring less than $20,000 a year to reach Thratnent programs for perpetrators
more than 400 women, or roughly $50 per women served,
tho CEFEMINA program is highly cost-effective There has been increasing interest in recent years in
(Carcedo, personal communication, 1993). rebabilitting offenders though treant and reeducation.

Support groups are also used to assist victims of Treatment programshave proliferated in industrial countries
childhood and adolescent sexual abuse. As part of its as courts have sought a social solution to wife abuse that
community prevention project, for example, the Costa does not lead to further crowding of jails. Many women,
Rican group Ser y Crecer trains professionals in three too, have favored their partner getting help-rather than
communities-teachers,therapists,socialworkers-torun punishment-u a first step. In the United Sttes most court-
self-help support groups for victims of sexual abuse. The mandated programs meet weekly for 12 weeks; others
project provides three months of training and guidelines nwge from as few as six sessions to more than eight months
on conducting a 16-session support group. Ser y Crecer (Heise and Chapman 1992). A few treatment progams
also teaches local leaders from these same professional patternedaftertheU.S.and Canadianmodelshave sprung
communities to identify and refer victims of abuse, and up indevelopingcounties aswel (for example, inMexico).
trains other professionals as "prevention experts' to Most treatment programs are based on the idea that
conduct prevention education in their communities. A violent behavior is a kamed and socially infrced behavior.
nurse, for example, might be trained to give talks to Counseling styles vary from structured classes that educto
parents waiting in a doctor's office (Batres, personal men on the power dynamics of battering to free-flowing
communication, 1993). self-help groups run by experienced facilitators. Some

Elsewhere in the world, communities are developing groups concentrate on improving men's ability to handle
their own ways to sanction perpetrators and assist abuse emotions; others go further, challenging men's perceived
victims, often by increasing the 'social cost' of violent right to control women through violence. Many programs
behavior through public confrontation and humiliation. include training in ,laxaion, edcation an male socialization,
Among the Garifuna, an Afro-ldian population inhabiting and such behavioral techniques as "time outs' to intrrupt
the Caribbean coast of Belize, for example, women escalation of anger (Stordeur and Stille 1989).
surround the house of a man who is beating his wife, Only recently have researchers attempted to evaluate
calling out publicly to shame him. In cases of severe theeffectivenessofprogramsto treatbatterers.Treatment
abuse, they help the woman to escape by providing her appears to reduce the physical violence of some men, but
sanctuary in neighborhood homes until the conflict is othervanables,suchasinteractionwiththejusticesystem,
resolved or she can permanently relocate (Kerns 1992). probably also play a role (Harrel 1991). A recent review
In Mira de las Flores, a shantytown in Lima, Peru, by Tolman and Bennett (1990) reports that 53 to 85 percent
women have organized themselves into a neighborhood of men who complete treatment are not violent six to 18
watchcomnuttee, andthey wearwhistlestosummonother months later, with lower rates for longer follow-up periods
women if attacked (Heise 1989). Levinson, in his cross- and for studies based on victim reports of violence.2 But
cultural study cited earlier, observes that "the presence te ame sus ow tt even "mnoviet men coniime
of kin or neighbors who will intervene in violent or to use verbal threats and psychological abuse to control
potentiallyviolent situationsisa charcteristicofsocieties their wives. As Edleson and Grusznski speculate, "many
with low rates of wife beating" (1988, p. 452). menwho endtheirviolence may resorttotheuseofthreats

In Canada aboriginal communities are addressing as a 'legal' but hardly less terrorizing form of control'
domestic violence by drawing on traditional models of (1988, p. 20). Moreover, the success rates in such studies
conflict resolution. In Manitoba women from the Hollow apply only to those who complete the programs. Because
Water Reserve have begun to use the tribe's "circle of more than half of the men participating in such progams
healing" to address domestic violence. The community drp out bebre completng their tatment, it remams unlear
members confront the abuser, requiring him to how successful progamms are across a wide range of men
acknowledge his crime publicly, and offer their support (Saunders and Azar 1989).
forhealingboth the victimand theperpetrator. The abuser Perhaps the most definitive evaluation to date found
is given a "healing contract" setting out the punishment- thatcourt-orderedtreatmenthadnopositiveeffectonrates
umally community work-and amngements are made of physical violence or threats of violence (as measurd
to protect the victim. When the contract expires, a by self-reports, victim reports, and police records), or
cleansing ceremony takes place to synibolize the return on key beliefs about wife beating and personal control
of balance to the abuser, the family, and the community. of violence (Harrel 1991). Unlikeother studies, this study
At this point healing is considered complete and the crime compared men ordered by the court to obtain treatment
is to be forgotten. Healing can take years (MATCH with a group of men not ordered to attend treatment-a
International 1990). true control group. In addition, it compared men's rate
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of violence before court intervention with their rate of quarters of all sex offender treatment progrms arm
violence after court involvement but before treatment, thus communiqt-based, although 40 states wero treating adult
allowing researchers to evaluate whether the effects ex offenders in prison in 1990 (down from 48 in the mid-
measured were due solely to treatment or due in part to 1980s; SappandVaughn 1991). Inrecentycars increasing
the justice system's involvement. The study found that emphasis has been placed on identifying and treating
rates of violence were lower after arrest and court adolescent sex offenders to stop aggressive seixal behavioI
hearing, but that treatment itself added no additional before it escalates. Research on 411 adult sex offenders
benefit. These findings suggest that most of the positive treated as outpatients shows that 58 percent began their
benefits attributed to treatment may actually come from deviant sexual behavior during early adolescence and tat
the justice system's intervention rather than from the average adolescent male sex offender has 380 victims
treatment. during his lifetime (Abel and others 1985, as cited in

It would be premature, however, to conclude that Stops and Mays 1991). Definitive evaluations of the
treatment holds no promise for reducing future domestic outcomes of treatment for adult offenders, although
violence. Treatment and evaluation methods are still in scarce, show that at least some programs appear to reduce
their infncy, and new treatment approaches may yet recidivism(basedonrearrestrates)amongpedophilesand
prove effective. And investigators note that failure to exhibitionists, but none has proved effective with hard-
impose harsh penalties for abuse or for failure to attend core rapists (Marshall and others 1990).
treatment may undermine the efficacy of treatment. Treatment progams and evaluation methods for sex
Harrel's (1991) results indicated that none of the men in offenders-like those for batterers-are still in their
the treatment or the notreatment groups believed that infancy, so the possibility that they can provide effective
they would suffer significant legal or social consequences intervention should not be dismissed. Nonetheless,
from committing violence in the future. addressing perpetrators one by one after their patterns of

In addition to batterer treatment, there is a long abusive behavior have been forged (and reinforced by
tradition in North America and Europe of attempting to social norms) is not a particularly promising approach to
teat sex offenders. Techniques have ranged from addressing violence against women. Although treatment
psychosurgery and pharmacologic interventions (for may help prevent the future abuse of one or more women,
example, treatment with medrosyprogesterone acetate, true prevention requires creating a generation of
or MPA, an androgen antagonist) to cognitive and individuals who see violent behavior as inappropriate.
behavioral therapy. In the United States roughly three-
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7. Research needs

This review has revealed that, although existing data are experience violence: How does physical abuse affect
sufficient to capture the severity of violence against women's productivity? What strategies do women use to
women around the world, more and better research is cope with abuse? How do different women define
needed to spur political action in specific countries, to violence?
refine our understanding of the consequences of gender As a first step toward meeting these needs,
violence, and to evaluate the effectiveness of different institutions such as the World Bank could create form
interventions (see box 9 for the most important data for researchers to come together with practitioners and
needs). Well-designed studies of the prevalence of wife advocates-at both the national and the intemational
abuse are beginning to emerge, but there is still a large level-to develop a joint research agenda and discuss
need in thedeveloping countries forpopulation-baseddata outstanding methodological issues. Creating a dialogue
on theprevalenceofsexual assaultand child sexualabuse, up front between those familiar with the issues (shelter
and for studies of the mental and physical health workers, advocates) and those who understand research
consequences of gender-based violence. In addition, we will help ensure that future research is both relevant and
need to begin collecting qualitative data on how women defensible. Too often, research pursued by academics

Box 9 Priority research needs on gender-based violence and health

* Better data on the incidence and prevalence of * Data on the mental health consequences of vio-
gender-related violence in representative popula- lence, especially in a developing world context,
tions of women. including relative risk among victimized and

* Data on the percentage of women presenting in nonvictimized women for axiety, depression,
different settings (emergency rooms, family suicide attempts, sexal dysfimction, somatic health
planning clinics) who have been raped or abused, complaints, and alcohol and drug abuse.
or both. (Such data should help convince health * Data onthe impact ofdomestic violence and sexual
care providers of the prevalence of abuse as well assault on birth outcomes, pregnancy complica-
as help assess the potential of different settings as tions, and rates of miscarriage and low birth
points of identification and referrl for victims.) weight.

* Data on the health care and social costs of * Studies that analyze the relation between gender
domestic violence and sexual asult and abuse, violence and such development issues as safe
including estimates of the cost of emergency motherbood, child survival, ADS prevention, and
services, indirect costs of productivity losses, and family planning.
costs associated with increased utilization of * Studies that evaluate the effectiveness of different
primary care services interventions, includig self-help support groups,

* Descriptive profiles of the typical symptoms of violence prevention curricula, and screening for
rpe and abuse victims (location of injuries, abuse at primary care cilities.
somatic complaints) to faciitate identification of
victims by health care providen.
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aul the wrong questions and reseach pursued by * Greermphaisonevaluaingthbeffctsofdiffmrmmt
pmctiion lacks rigor. Futur progrs in research on interventions.
violence would benefit gratly from:

There are also many unexploited opporuities for
* Better-articulated definitions of rpe, child sxual integrating questions related to violence into rmarch

abue, and otber forms of gender violence to funded for other purposes, such as focus groups aul
facilitate meaurment and comparsons across surveys designed to inform AIDS prevention work, or
populatio. surveys conducted for family planni orhealth purposes.

* Umater consensus on operational definitions of An improved Demographic and Health Survey modue
diffet forms of violence for the purposes of on violence and application of the inbtent in a la
research nunber of countries, for example, could geneate

* More research on which methodologies elicit the invaluable infiomation. kI addition, multicountry sudies
most disclosue on violence-related topics an urgendy needed to explore how women and men

* Incrasd collaboration between researchers and intpret violence, its causes and comelates, and tho
women's NGOs, service providers, and victims of attitudinal and legalbarriersvictims face whenintintg
violence with public institutions.
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8. Conclusions

By taking violence against women seriously, the World providers. As Racquel Edralin Tiglao, director of the
Bank canhelp encourage governments, other lenders, and Women's Crisis CenterinMetroManila, observes, recog-
the world community to do likewise. As a financial and nizing violence as a health issue is an essential first step.
policymaking institution with considerable leverage, the When skmed by an inteviewer about the most important
Bank could lend visibility and legitimacy to the issue by thing that we cam do about violence against women, she
incorpoatingviolenceintoitspolicy-orientedsectorwork replied that:
on poety, bealh education, and women in develpment,
and by supporting projects addressing violence aginst People should stat taking violence seriously,
women. Already the Bank is supporing the construction particularlyhealthorganizationsbecauseitisalife-
of a government-nm shelter for battered women in Papua threatening issue. When you're talding of family
New Guinea.ThBank canalsourgegovernments to take plamzig, why ame there women who camut do fimily
action in al of the ways suggested here, in consultation plnning? You must see whether some of these
with women's NGOs and advisors with experience in women are actually battered women who have no
combating violence, pushing legal reform, and worling choices. Or those who seek abortions? They could
with victim. be rape or incest victims. They sbould be aslkd.

Much of the necessary preventive action wil require If healthworkerswoldbemorevigilantdecin
prsisttand extensive work through the Bank's sectoral incidents of violence aginst women, we codd muk
divisions, and a commitment to community-ased people more aware that this is a very crucial issue
organzations, public education, and women's empower- for women'shealth and women's lives. (Datiuguinoo
ment. In the short run some of the most effective action 1991, p. 6)
can be tak by health and family planning agencies aud
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Appendix A Recommendations for government
action to combat violence against women

Actionsfor the national secretariat on wsnmen 2. Undertake rewarch on the incidence and prevalence
of gender-related violence, the percentage of women

1. In consultation with women's NGOS working on presentingindifferenthelthsettingpwhoareabused,
gender violence issues, develop a national initiative the mental health consequences of violence, and the
against violence against women. (Countries that do health care costs of domestic violence and rape.
not have a high-level office dedicated to advancing
the status of women should consider establishing one.) 3. Integrate questiomn on gender violence into national

health surveys and into ongoing researchinsuchareas
2. Provide financial and technical support to NGOs that as AIDS, sexuality, and family planning. Colombia

provide services to and perform advocacy on behalf inorporated questions on family violence into its
of victims of violence, especially those workdng from Demographic and Health Survey, and the Philippines
a feminist perspective. Work with women's NGOs is plannivg to do likewise. The module needs to be
to develop strategies to expand the availability of improved and itb use funded.
services for victims-from both governmental and
nongovernmental sources-including shelters, crisis 4. Introduceconsciousness-raisingmaterialandtrining
centers, legal assistance, couseling, and support on the dynamics of abuse (including culturebond
groups. practices that are harmfil) into the curricula and

proksioml licenung eams fir such hth care wodr
3. Work with other ministries to implement a co- as doctors, psychologists, nurses, and midwives.

ordinated campaign against violence against women, Integrate sinilar themes into the trining of community-
including all of the activities oudined below. based helth promoters.

4. Work to improve women's access to productive 5. Etabl, thrgh rearch, a clinicalprofile-detailing
resources, including land, credit, wage employment, injuries, location, and other symptoms-of women
and child care. presentingwith abuse to help healthworkers identify

victims.
5. Sponsor a national media campaign designed to

communicate social norms that define violence against 6. Inopotk themes related to aU forms of gende4.ed
women as unacceptable. violence and sex role stereotyping into radio shows,

soap operas, and other educationl maerials now being
Acions Jfr the ministry qf health used to promote family planning, AIDS education,

and other health themes.
1. Establishand implementmodel protocols for thecarly

identification and referral of abuse victims in health 7. In collaboration with tic ministry ofjustice, sponsor
car settings, including emergency rooms and pnimary sensitivity tining for forensic doctors on violence
care facilities such as family plamning and prenatl against women and on how to collect and document
clinics. Train staffin counseling, examining victims, evidence of assault, sexual abuse, and rape.
and collectig legal evidence for prosecution.
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B. Discourage dostructive drinking and illicit drug use 6. Require all crim statistics tobe broken down by gender
among adolescents and adults by sponsoring (forboththeperpetratorandthevictim). Information
educational programs and skldls training on resisting should also be recorded on the relationship between
peer pressure. the perpetrator and the victim to help identify the

gendered nature of violent crime.
9. Expand treatment progrms for individuals addicted

to drugs and alcohol. 7. Support NGOsproviding human rights education and
iegal literacy training for women.

10. Implement treatment and reeducation programs for
perpetrators. S . Implement training progamns on gender-based violnce

for the police, prosecutors, and judges.
Actions for the ninistry ofjusice

9. Incorporate gender-awareness training and analysis
1. Sponsor legislation that specifically criminalizes into law school curriculum.

domestic violence, marital rape, and other crimes
against women. Eliminate inappropriate legal re- 10. Take meaures to increase the number of women police
sponses, such as the 'honor defense," which excul- officers, lawyers, prosecutors, and judges. Ensure
pates perpetrators of wife murder and infanticide. the availability of female officers and forensic doctors

for gender-violence-rela investigations and exams.
2. Reform existing laws to f&cilitate prosecution of

gender-based crims such as rape and domestic
assault. Amend laws tat interfere with the ability Actionsfor the ministy of edcation
of women to escape violent elationships (for
example, barriers to divorce). 1. Remove gender bias and gender sLereotyping from

school curriculum and teachLing materials.
3. Document how laws related to gender violence are

(or are not) enforced, detailing the frequency of 2. Integrategenderawareness training, parenting skills,
prosecution, arrest rates, judgments, and sentences. and nonviolent conflict resolution into school

curricula.
4. Amend laws and regulat:ons, as needed, to allow any

licensed health care provider to examine and collect 3. Work with the media to portray positive images of
evidence of physical and sexual assault for legal equitale rebaionships and toD mwve gtuitu violnce
purposes. from the media.

5. Extend and improve medical and legal services 4. Provide gender-awareness training to teachers and
provided by the state for victims of violence in both educators and teach them to recognize the signs of
urban and rural areas. abuse.
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Appendix B Definition of violence against women

Despite the existence of a worldwide movement against to the declaration, violence against women is 'any act of
gender-based violence, there is no single definition of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result
violence that guides all activists. The main point of in, physical, sexal or psychological harm or suffering
contention is how broadly to define the term. Some argue to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or
for a very broad definition that includes any act or arbitrary deprivations of lberty, whether occuring in public
omission that causes harm to women or keeps them in orprivate life. Itthenoffsa list ofabuses thatpsmably
a subordinate position (see, for example, the definition meet the definition (appendix box B.l). But the list is not
in the drft Pan American Treaty against Violence). Under exhastive, and it leaves umnswerd the fuidamental quesion
such a definition, any structural feature that perpetuates of what constitutes gender-based violence.
gender-based discrimination could arguably qualify as The United Nations list of abuses does represent an
violence. adequate compromise between a desire to be inclusive

The appeal of a broad definition is that it would and the need to kep the definition specific, however. It
permit many violations of women's humsn rights to be includes only acts perpetaWtedby an individual or the state
addressed under the rubric of violence. But the danger and excludes laws, policies, or structural inequalities that
is that in throwing the net so widely, the descriptive could be caostued as violent (aws against aborlion, shunual
power of the term is lost. Calling everything violence- adjustment policies). But the UN definition provides
poverty, pornograpby, trafficking in women, lack of insufficient guidance to determine whether items that are
access to schooling-makes it easier to discount the issue not listed, such as female feticide or restrictive abortion
entirely and to justify inaction on the more specific forms policies, would constitute gender violence.
of abuse, such as rape and wife assault. (It is rather lie Wbat wald coontite an adequate defnition of vilence?
the justification that since everything causes cancer Any definition must have at its center the core concepts
anyway, one might as well smoke.) This is not to say that of force and coercion, which distinguish between violent
unequal pay and lack of access to safe abortion, for andmerelyoppressivebehavior.Buttowhatextentshould
example, are not violations of women's human rights, violence be limited to physical force? Dictionary and public
but we must ask what explanatory power is gained by health definitions of violence tend to focus exclusively
calling these violations violence. onphysicalforce. Webster's Ni th Collegiate Dicdonar.

An overly broad definition limits the usefulness of for example, defines violence as 'the exertionof physical
the term for describing such traditional forms ofviolence force so as to cause injury or abuse." Concentrating on
as rape and wife assault. We have a word to describe physicalforceprovidesacleardemarcationbetweenviolence
gender inequalities-discrimination. And we have a word and other acts, but it excludes many behaviors-such as
that captures much of what activists call structual psychological abuse and humiliation-that activists and
violence-poverty. But no other term collectively defines women generlly include in their definitions of violence.
those acts of force or coercion, perpetrated by individual Indeed, studies have shown that battered women often
men, that cause physical and emotional harm to women. rate emotional abuse by their partners as more injurious
Thus, I would argue for a more limited definition, than physicalassault(Casey 1988). To exclude verbal and
recognizing full well that violence is just one of many psychological abuse would be to deny an important facet
violations of women's human rights. of women's victimization.

The United Nations Declaration against Violence It remains, however, to distinguish between random
against Women avoids making difficult distinctions by violence and violence that is gender-based. Clearly, the
offering a tauto!ogy in place of a definition. According notion of violence against women does not include violence
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directed towaad men or directed toward women for -acts that fail to respect women As autonomous, adult
reasons unrelated to their sex (for example, an assault human beings. Some men use violence or teats ofvioienc
during a robbery). What distinguishes violence against to exert almost total control over their wives' mobility
women is force or coercion (whether verbal or physical) and their access to money and other material resources.
that is socially tolerated in part because the ictinms are Such behavior can reach excessive and dgemus prmportiom.
female. At times this force may be consciously applied
to perpetuate male power and control; at other times that Appendix box B.1 Definitions of violence
intent may be missing, but the effect nonetheless is to against women
cause harm in a way that reinforces female subordination.

The case of genital mutilation underscores the Behavior by the man, adopted to control his victim,
importance of arguing for a definition of violence that whichresultsinphysical,sexual and/orpsychological
rests on the notion of physical and psychological harm damage, forced isolation, or economic depnvationor
rather than on the express intent of the perpetrator. bhavior whicoleaves a woman living in fear. (Australia
Although most parents do not subject their daughters to 1991)
female circumcisionwith a conscious desire to harm, the
effect of the practice-intended or not-is to physically, Any act involving use of force or coercion with an
psychologically, and sexually maim young girls. More- intent of perpetuating/promotinghierrchical gender
over, parents proceedwiththeoperationknowing fulIwell relations. (Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and
that itwili cause painand suffering, even though this rnay Development 1990)
notbetheirprimarymotivation(seethedefinitionoffered Any act of gender-based violence that resu!.s in, or
in Asia ?acific Forum on Women, Law and Development is likely to result in, physical, sexual or psycbological
1990, which hinges specifically on the intent of the harmorsufferingtowomen,includingthreatsofsuch
perpetrator). acs, coewion or ariizy deprivatins of liberty, whether

In keeping with the above discussion, I propose to occurring in public or private life. Violence against
define violence against women as: women shall be understood to encompass but not be

limited to:
Any actof verbal or physical force, coercion, or life- Physical,sexualandpsychologicalviolenceoccurring
threatening deprivation, directed at an individual in the Imuly and in the co|mmity, including battring,
woman or girl, that causes physical or psychological sexual abuse of.femal chln, dowry-related violec,
harm, humiliation or arbitrary deprivation of liberty marital rape, female genital mutilation and other
and that perpetuates female subordination. traditional practices harmful to women, non-spousal

violence, violence related to exploitation, sexual
This definition has a number of important advantages. harassment and intimidation at work, in educational
By referring to acts directed at an individual girl or situons and eLswhere, trafficking in vomen, forced
woman, it helps distinguish between acts of violence and prostitution, and violence perpetrated or condoned by
harmful policies that may damage the health of women the State. (UN Declaration against Violence against
as a class but are not directed at a particular individual Women)
(for example, lack of investment in women's health
researcb). By including life-threateningdeprivationalong Any act, omiion or conduct by miins of wiich dirysicy
with force or coercion, the definition includes systematic sexual or mental suffering is inflicted, directly or
neglect of girl children in cultures that value sons over indirectly, through deceit, seduction, threat, coercion
daughters.Thistypeofdeprivation(includingwithholding or any other means, on any woman with the purpose
of food and medical care) leads directly to death and oreffect ofintimidating, punishingorhue dliatingher
starvation on a signoficant scale, and it is perpetrated of maintaining her in sexstereotyped roles or of
against individual girls, distinguishing it from other acts denysig her human dgnmty, sexual self- odetrinin,
of omission that more properly constitute discrimination thesi ty on mor p nter oreof underthe security of her person, her self-respect or her
or structural inequality (for example, lack of access to pernality, or of diminishing her physical or mental
schooling). Finally, the clause "and perpetuates female capnfg t Pan A Tmaty agamstVDeln
subordination" speaks to the social consequences of the against Women)
violence and helps distinguish random violence from
gender-based violence. Any act or omtssion which prejudices the life, the

The definition includes the phrase "arbitrary physical or psychological integrity or the liberty of
deprivationofliberty" toaccommodatesuchactsasforced a person or which seriously harms the development
isolationorexcessively controllingbebavior by a batterer of his or her personality. (Council of Europe 1986)
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Appendix C Methodology for estimating the healthy
years of life lost due to domestic violence and rape

The calculation of the disability-adjusted life years the discount rate, is contained in Murray forthcoming and
(DALYs) lost due to domestic violence and rape is based Murray and Lopez forthcoming.
on estimates of the share of life years lost to premature Since domestic violence and rape are not diseases per
mortality and morbidity that can be attributed directly to se, the GDB frames gender-based victimization as a risk
gender-based victimization. The burden of disease is the factorthatincreasesthe indenceofcertainothermorbidities
net present value of the future stream of disability caused and conditions, such as physical tsumas and depression.
by incident cases in 1990 plus the future streamofhealthy Thus, the calculation of DALYs lost to genderbased
life lost from premature mortality from 1990 deaths by victimization begins with the GDB estimates of DALYs
disease condition. A 3 percent per year discount rate is lost due to each wondition and tden estimates the prcenta
assumed in the exercise to translate future years of life ofthe total for that condition attrlutable to domestic violence
lost into their present value. Nonuniform age weights are or rape. (An analogy would be estimating the proportion
also assumed, but because the loss of life is valued of disability resulting from emphysema, lung cancer, and
according to the future streamofage-specificweights and heart disease that can be attributed to smoking.)
notjust the weight of one year, the results of the analysis Appendix table C.1 mumarizes the esfimates of
are not very sensitive to the introduction of nonuniform attributable risk used to calculate the DALYs lost due to
age weights. To equate morbidity and mortaity, the global rape anddomesticviolence. Theevidence supportingeach
burden of disease (GBD) exercise assigns "disability percentage estimate is on file with the World Bank GBD
weighting factors" (between 0.02 and 0.9) to conditions team. The DALYs lost to each condition is multiplied by
based on their interference with normal enjoyment of life the percentage attributable to gender victimization and
and functioning. A rating of 0.02 represents minimal then summed across conditions. The total DALYs lost
interference with well-being and productivity, and to domestic violence and rape can then be compared to
weightings of 0.6 and higher represent major life totals calculated for different disease categories, such as
dislocations, with 0.9 appropriate only for conditionsjust tuberculosis and malaria.
short of death, such as coma. The table gives estimates only for DALYs lost due

A full discussion of the methodology, including the to rape and domestic violence among women age 15 to
estimation of incidence by region and by age group and 44. Thus it excludes DALYs lost due to other gender-aed
assumptions about disability weights, age-weighting, and forms of victimization, such as genital mutilation.
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Appendix table C.1 Disabilty-adjusted life years lost to women age 15 to 44
due to condiions attributable to domestic violence and rape

Totd DALYs lost to women Share attriburable to domestic
Releat conditions age 15 to 44 (milons) iolene and rape

STDs (excluding HIV) 15.8 2 percent

HIV 10.6 2 percent

Abortion 2.5 10 percent

Depression 10.7 50 percent of difference be-
(men age 15 to 44) 5.4 tween women and men

Alcohol dependence 0.9 10 percent

Drug dependence 1.1 10 percent

Post-traumatic stress disorder 2.1 60 percent

Unintentional injuries 6.7 20 percent of total burden
minus burden attributable to
motor vehicle accidents and
occupational injuries

Suicide 5.5 30 percent

Homicide 0.9 60 percent

Intentional injury 1.2 90 percent

Total 58.0 6 percent

Sorce: World Bank data.
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Appendix D Sample danger assessment
RThis mple danger ssessment is from Campbell 1986.1

Several risk factors have been associated with homicides S. Is he drnk every day or almost every day (in terns
(murder) of both batterers and battered women as a result of quantity of alcohol?)
of research that was conducted after the killings took YES NO
place. We cannot predict what will happen in your case,
but we would lile you to be aware of the danger of 9. Does he control most of your daily activities? For
homicide in siuations of severe battering and for you to instance, does he l you who you abe fiends with,
se how many of the risk factors apply to your situation. how much money you can tke shopping or whenyou
Ie he"winthequestionsreferstoyourhusband,partner, can have the car?

ex-husband, ex-partner, or whoever is physically hurting YES NO
you.) Please ci:cle the relevant answer below.

10. Have you ever been beaten by him while you were
1. Hasthephysicalviolenceincreasedinfrequencyover pregnant? YES NO

he past year? YES NO
(If never pregnant by him, chclk here. )

2. Has the physical violence increased in severity over
the past year and/or has a weapon or threat with a 11. Is he violendy and consistently jealous of you? For
weapon been used? YES NO instance does he say, "ff I can't have you, n oone

can?" YES NO
3. Does he ever try to choke you?

YES NO 12. Have you ever threatened or tried suicide?
YES NO

4. Is there a gun in the house?
YES NO 13. Has he ever threatened or tried suicide?

YES NO
5. Has he ever forced you into sex when you did not

wish tc do so? YES NO 14. Is he violent toward your children?
YES NO

6. Does he use drus (cocaine, crackheroin, uppers or
other street drug)? YES NO 15. Is he violent outside the home?

YES NO
7. Does he threaten to kill you and/or do you believe

he is capable of killing you?
YES NO Total 'YES answers
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Appendix E Treatment protocols for battered women

lTe articlo is reprinted with the permission of Response.
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NURSING NETWORK ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Treatment Protocols For Battered Women
WENDY K TAYLOR AND JACQUELYN C CAMPBELL

B attering of an intimate partner is a widespread blame the victim for the violence (Kurz & Stark, 1988;
social problem occurring on a daily basis (Varvaro, Varvaro, 1989; Campbell and Sheridan, 1989; Rosewater,

B 1989). Society has a tendency to look upon spouse 1988). Reasons for inappropriate responses or no re-
abuse as a 'private matter" or 'love spat' that will soon sponse by the health care professional mnay stem from
be over. This is not the case. It is rare for a violent episode lack of knowledge or training in abuse issues, misinfor-
between intimates to happen only once (Varvaro, 1989). mation/mvths, sexist bias, the structure of the medical
Over time the violence escalates, becomes more frequent, model (Campbe'l and Sheridan, 1989; Kurz, & Stark,
and severity of in3ury increases (Varvaro, 1989; Stark, 1988), and disbelieving the woman's story (Hilberxnar,
Flitcraft & Frazier,1979). 1980). Research has indicated that a positive response

Research conducted by McLeer and Anwar (1989); from the health care provider may enable the battered
Stark, Fhtcraft, and Frazier (1979); and Goldberg, and woman to take steps in ending a violent relationship and
Tonlanovich (1984) indicate that 25 percent-33 percent coosing a non-violent alternative lifestyle for her chil-
of female trauma inquries were the result of battering. dren and herself (Campbell and Sheridan, 1989; Varvaro,
Stark and Flitcraft (1985) have found that domestic vio- 1989).
Ience accounts for more injuries to women than rapes, Nurses, physiians, and other health care providers
muggings and motor vehicle accdents combined. In are in an ideal setting to intervene with battered women.
general, it is believed that the severity of irnury is greater Unidentified battered women have inceased health prob-
in domestic violence cases than injuries sustained in lems and make more frequent visits to health care facili-
stranger assault (Varvaro, 1989). ties (Campbell and Sheridan, 1989; and Varvaro, 1989).

In 1980 the National Crme Survey (NCS) reported Al females, regardless of presentation, should be as-
that 30000 visits to emergency rooms, 40,000 physician sessed for battering. The majority of battered women
visits, Zl,000 hospitalizations, and 100,000 days of hospi- will discuss the violence in their relationships if asked. It
talization were associated with domestic violence is important to treat not only the battered womanrs
(McLeer and Anwar, 1989; Varvaro, 1989). More than physical injuries but attend to her emotional needs as
one million women per year seek medical care for inju- welL Always interview the woman alone and reassure
nes caused by battering (Deckstein and Nadelson, 1986). her that she is safe in disclosing this information to vou.
Traumatic injuries from family violernce range from mild Most battered women will feel a sense of relief that
to life-threatening Injuries include, but are not limited someone beieves them and is willing to offer assistance.
to, bruises in various stages of healin& fractures, black It is of utmost importance to document the history of the
eves, ear inuries, abdominal injuries, miscarriages re- current abusive incident and past abuses in her medical
lated to trauma to the abdominal area, stab wounds, record. State in her medical record who injured her. All
gunshot wounds, head trauma, and suicide attempts batteredwomenshouldrecieveacompletephysicalexam,
(Campbell and Shenidan, 1989; Varvaro, 1989; and Hel- including a neurological exam, and x-rays to identifv old
ton, McFarlane, and Anderson, 1987). and new fractures. Be sure to assess for possible sexual

Many battered women do not need or seek medical abuse by her partner. Document all physical findings. If
attention for their inuries. Of those seeking medical care at all possible, photograph the woman's inquries. You
only one in ten is officially identified as a battered woman will need to obtain signed consent to photograph. If
by health care professionals (Randall, 1990; Varvaro, unable to photograph, use a body map to indicate loca-
1989; Stark, Flitcrafz & Frazier, 1979). Once identified, tion of current injunes and past injuries. If the battered
the treatment of battered women by health care person- woman has children, assess for child abuse. The battered
nel may be a positive response, a negative response, or woman needs to be informed of her rights according to
non-existent (Varvaro, 1989). Kurz and Stark (1988) have state laws, and she should be given referral information
found evidence of inappropriate responses to battered for counseling and shelters (Campbell and Sheridan,
women by the medical profession. Their findings indi- 1989r and Varvaro, 1989).
cate that in most cases the battering is denied or its The developmentand use of a written policv and proto-
importance is diminished. They also found that battering cols increased the identification of battered women rmore
was not a high priority for health care providers. Medical than five-fold in one urban emergencv department
responses to battered women tend to focus on the physi- (McLeer & Anwar, 1989). In another emnergency depart-
cal injuries caused by battering and have a tendency to ment of a large, urban, university hospital, Tilden and
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Shepherd (1987) tested an interview protocol used bv tion rate or battered women was significantlv lower in
emergency room staff nurses when assessing fernale 1985 than in 1977. The protocol implemented in 1977 was
trauma patients. The researchers wanted to deternune if no longer in effect. Since the patient population had not
using a systematic protocol that directly questioned women changed, the authors concluded that without a monitor-
as to who caused their injury, would lead to an increase ing system to ensure continued use, implementation of a
in the identification of battered women. Data were col- wntten policy and protocols were not sufficient for con-
lected from the medical records of all female trauma tinued vigilarwe on the part of staff in identifying bat-
patients for a 4-month period prior to implementing tered women (McLeer & Anwar, 1989).
protocols in order to establish a baseline. After training Goldberg and Torlranovich (1984) conducted a study
the nurses in the use of the protocol, data were again using 492 male and ferale emergency room patients.
coilectd for a 4-month period. The total N for the pre- The purpose of their study was to obtain information on
and post- training was 72 and 74 respectively. Post- the extent and nature of domestic violence in the emer-
training rate of identification was significantiy higher gency room patient population. Data were collected
(22.9 percent) than the pre-training rate of 9.72 percent through chart audit and a self-administered question-
(Iilden & Shepherd, 1987). naire. The results indicated that 22 percent of the patients

McLeer and Anwar (1987) reviewed the records of identified themselves as victims of domestic violence on
every fourth female trauma case during 1976 who pre- the questionnaire but only 5 percent were identified as
sented to the emergency room of the Medical College of such in their emergency room records. The data from
Pennsylvania. A total of 359 medical records were re- these studies indicate that development of protocols, the
viewed. The results indicated that 5.6 percent were clas- imnplementation of protocols, and education of staff in
sified as positive for battering, 10.9 percent were probable using the protocols increases the rate of identification of
battered women, and 92 percent suggestive of battering. battered womerL
A protocol containing questions eliciting a trauma his- The Joint commission for the Accreditation of Health
tisy and whether someone was responsible for causing a Care Organizations (ICAHO) has mandated that hospi-
woman's injuries was developed. The emergency room tals develop and implement policies and procedures for
nurses were trained to use this protocol. After training the identification, assessment, treatnent, evaluation, and
and imnplementation of this protocol, 412 emergency referral of battered women and the abused/neglected
room records were examined. The authors report that elderly. The mandate became effective January L,1992. A
positive identification for battering increased from 5.6 copy of the new JCAHO emergency departmen iteria
percent to 30 percent after implementation of staff train- has been included to assist you in the development and
ing and use of protocols (McLeer, & Anwar, 1987). writing of protocols specific to your state and ir.stitution

In 1986 McLaer & Anwar conducted a follow-up study (rables 1 and 2).
at the same emergency room. They found the identifica- Following is a brief synopsis of protocols and training

TABLE 1
Accreditation Manual for Hospitals, 1992 Emergency Services

ES.5.1.210 the handling of adult and child victims of alleged or suspected abuse or neglect.
ES.5.1.21.1 Criteria are developed for identifying possible victims of abuse.
E5.5.1.210.11 The criteria address at least the following types of abuse:
ES.5.1.210.1.1.1 physical assault;
ES.5.2.10.1.112 rape or other sexual molestation; and
ES5.1.210.1.13 domestic abuse of elders, spouses, partnes and chldren.

ES5.12102 Procedures for the evaluation of patients who meet the criteria address
ES.5.12-10.21 patient consent;
ES.5.1.2-1022 examination and treatrnent;
ES5.1.2102-3 the hospital's responsibility for the coLlectio retention, and safeguarding of specimnens, photographs, and other
eviderdiary rmaterial released by the patient; and
ES5.12.10. 4 as legaly required, notification of, and release of information to, the proper authorities.

ES.5.212103 A list is raintained in the emerncy department/service of private and public community agencies that provide, or
arrange for, evaluation and care for vicims of, abuse, and referrals are made as appropriate.
ES5.L2.10.4 The medical record includes documentation of examninations, treatment given, any referrals made to other care
providers and to community agencies, and any required reporting to the proper authorities.
ES.5.L2.10.5 There is a plan for education of appropriate staff about the criteria for identifying, and the procedures for handling,
possible victims of abuse.

Copvright 1991 by the Joint Cammmuaon on Accreditatn of Health Care Orgartzzationsm Oakbrook Teracc, IL Repnnted with pernission tram the 199Z .Acndiitatin
MA&wlJbr Hcvli&
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TABLE 2
Accreditation manual for Hospitals. 1992 Hospital-Sponsored Ambulatory Care Services

f0f32.15 The handling of adult and child victims of alleged or suspected abuse or neglect.
H032.15.1 Criteria are developed for idenlifying possible victims of abuse:
H03.215.1.1 The criteria address at least the following types of abuse:
H03Z15.1.1.1 physical assault;
H032.15.1.12 rape or other sexual molestation; and
H03.215.1.13 domestic abuse of elders, spouses. partners, and childrenL

H032.15.2 Procedures for the evaluation of patients who meet the criteria address:
H032.152.1 patient consnt;
HO.32.15.2 examination and treatment;
H0.32152.3 the hospital's responsibility for the collection. retention, and safeguarding of specimens. photographs, and other
evidentiary material released by the patient; and
HO.3.215.24 as legally required. notification of, and release of, irformmation to the proper authorities.

H032.15.3. A list is maintained in the abulatory care services department of private and public community agencies that provide,
or arrange fhr, evaluation and care for vctms of abuse, and referrals are rnade as appropriate.
H032-15A The medical record includes docurnentation of examination, treatment given, any referral(s) mnade to other care
providers and to comrunity agenaes. and any required reporting to the proper authorities.
H03.2.15.5 There is a plan for education of appropriate staff about the criteria for identifying and the procedures for handling
possible vicdms of abuse.

Copyright 1991 by the joint Gonmission an Accreditation of Health Caue Orpniations Oakbrook Terrace. IL Repnnted with penuwion from the 1992 Accreitation
,mus far Hls

"anuals from vanous institutions nationwide used for maps, selected references, and a list of referrals to com-
thetreatment of battered women in health care settings: munity agencies which provide services to battered
Sivan, A. B. (Ed). (1990). Cild Abuse, Sexual Assault & women, their chldren, and sexual assault surnvors.
Domestic Vioke: Guidelines for Treatment in Emergency Colorado Department of HealIt, and Colorado Do-
and PTimnaly Medical Sethings. Order from: Metropolitan mestic Violence Coalitiom (1991). Domestic violence: A
Chicago Heatltcare Council, 222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chi- guide for health care providers, (.rd Ed). For orderng
cago, IL 60606, (312) 906-6000. (Cost of this manual is informaton contact Colorado Domestic Violence Coali-
S75.00 for members of the Metropolitan Chicago tion, P.O. Box 18902, Denver, CO 80218. (303) 573-9018.
Healthgcre Council; $95.00 for tax-exempt non-members; This is a comprehensive guide fo. health care provid-
and $102.60 for all others. There is also a $5.00 postage ers that can be adapted to any hea3'h care settinxg The
and handling charge on all orders.) manual comes in a three-ring binder and is divided into

This manual is a joint publication of the Metropolitan seven sections, including an apperdix. It is a practical, as
Chicago Healthcare Council, the Chicago Metropolitan well as informative, "how to" guide.
Battered Women's Network, and Chicago Sexual As- Section I provides an introduction, an overview of the
sault Services Network. It updates and replaces, Guide- problem, and facts/objectives. Section II discusses the
linesfor the treatment of battered women victims in emergency legal responsibilities of health care personnel. Section m
rom settings,authoredbySheridanr Belap,Engel,Katz, covers the context, characteistics, dynamics, costs, and
and Kelleher (1985). The revised edition comes in a effects of battering. Identification, assessment, documen-
three-ring binder. It was primariy written for use by tation, and intervention are addressed in Section IV.
emergency room personnwl, but is applicable and adapt- Section V provides specific guidelines for developing
able to any cliical setting. It is comprehensive in its implezentirg and maintaining a prot.coL An extensive
scope as it includes treatment guidelines for child abuse bibliography is listed in Section VL In Secton VII the
and n.geclt child sexual assault; battered women; elder reader will find a list of resources, contacts, and training
abuse; adult sexual assault and a discussion entitled, films. Seveal artides related to batterng are included in
Staff raions to problems of domestic violnce and child the appendix. The resources and statutes referred to in
abuse this manual are specific to Colorado.

The manual is divided into four sections. Each section King, C, and Ryan, J. (1991). Wnmn abuse advocacy
begins with facts; followed by types of comnwn and protocoL Order from: Christine Kin& Ed.D, RN, School
subtle ijues indicative of abuse; assessment, treatment of Nursing, University of Massachusetts, Arnold House,
and management issues; documentation; and prevention Amhlerst, MA 01003, (413) 545-2703.
straegies. The four sections include Ilinois statutes and The advocacy protocol is a brief, yet precise guide for
acts related to the type of abuse, sample protocols, ijury nurses and social workers intervening with battered
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women. Included are commnunication techiniques for in- menting a battered womnan policy. The next section covers
terviewing the abused woman; type of informnation to be identification of adult victims of battering and elder
documented in the medical record; specific services avail- abuse. The last section addresses the roles and responsi-
able to battered womeru; a section on legal rights and bilities of various health care personnel from the emer-
options; various types of counseling alternatives; assess- gency room secretarial staff to the public health nurse.
ment for risk of homicide and discussing safety strategies/ Part II offers a model cunriculum for identificatiom;
plan; ways to help the battered woman establish a support treatment, and referral of adult victims of domestic vio-
network; and methods to empower the woman when lence. Suggestions are presented for speeches and audio-
dosing. This protocol will be appearing in an up-coming visuals. Topics under the model curriculum include the
issue of the American Journal of Nursing. dynamics of domestic violence, definitions, an historical

Also written by King Ryan, and Perri, (1987), is a perspective, statistics, causes, and myths. Also included
training mnanual for nurses entitled, Reaching Out To are community resources for battered women, types of
Battered V4men, Stone Circle P-ess. The manual includes protection/options available to victims under New Jer-
information on assessment, intervention, documentation, sey law, presenting the protocol group sessions, offering
and referraL For a copy, refer to the above address. of a question & answer period, and type of summary &

Foley, Hoag, and Eliot. (1991). Empowmering battered evaluation necessary to complete the course. The entire
women: suggestions for health care prwiders. Order fromn manual is 54 pages plus 29 pages of appendices.
Massachusetts Coalition of Battered Women Service Emergency Department, Maine Medical Center. (1990).
Groups, 107 South Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02111, Identification, treatment, and referrnl of abused women. To
(617) 426-8492. (Cost is $12.00 per copy plus S2.90 for orc ;r a copy contact. Emmy L. Hunt, KS.N., RN, CEN,
postage and handling.) Head Nurse, Departnent of Emergency Medicine, Maine

An educational manual wntten by attormeys in the Medical Center, 22 BramhalUl Street Pordand, Maine 04102,
Foley, Hoag, and Eliot Abuse Prevention Program aimed (207) 871-4624.
at health care professionals. The authors provide infor- The emergency department at Maine Medical Center
matmon on the dynarmics of battering relationships; ways implemented an abused wornan protocol in 1990. Prior
health care workers can identify, assess, intervene, docu- to implementation, all emergency department personnel
mer, and refer battered women. Also included are sec- attended educational sessions. The protcol uses a mul-
tions on battering and pregnancy; signs of increasing tidsplinaiy approach to treating battered women. In-
danger; legal remedies; and comnmunity resources availa- cluded in this protocol are sections on identification of
ble to battered women. Severl programs from various battered women; interventions specific to nursing, medi-
states that treat men who battter can be found on page cine, and social services; conmnon injuries; documenta-
12. tion and photographing of irnuries; privacy; danger

Appendix A contains an extensive reference list of assessment safety plan; and referrls. The protocol is
journal artices and books. Appendix B provides several aimed primarily at emergency departmrent personnel but
articles related to abuse issues. Appendix C lists national can easily be adapted to other clinical settigs.
and state information and resource centers. Helton, AS. (1987). Protocol ofcarfr the battered woman:

Esposito, CN. (1990). Domestic violence: a guide for Preuention of battering durtng pregnancy. For ordenng in-
lteahgt care professionals (3rd printing). Order from: Do- formation contact: March of Dimes, Birth Defects Foun-
mestic ViolencePreventionProgram,DivisiononWomen, dation, Professional Education Department, 1275
N-J. Department of Communirt Affairs, 101 S. Broad Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, NY 10605, (914) 428-
Street, CN 801, Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0801, Atten- 7100, or Anne Stewart Helton, RN, MS., ACCE, Clinical
tion. Nora Vista Shuda. (This manual is currently in the Associate, Prevention of Battering During Pregnancy,
process of being revised to reflect the changes in the law. Texas Woman's University, 1130 hLD. Anderson Blvd,
The revised edition will be available after January 1, HoustoI, TX 7730.
1992). A guide primarily for nurses to detect pregnantwomen

A comprehensive manual for use by nurses, phvsi- who are battered. This comprehensive manual provides:
cians, social workers, and hospital security departments. an overview of battenng specfics on battering and preg-
It is furtier divided into two parts. Part I is a model nancy; common indicators related to battering; a body
protocoL The first section of the manual provides an map for indicating site of irnury; abuse assessment tool
introduction to the problem of wife abuse. The second wntten in English and Spanish; information on docu-
section emphaszes a multidisciplinary approach to treat- menting in the medical record; and prevention strate-
ing battered women. Discussions focus on crisis inter- gies. The March of Dimes produced a video tape which
vention techniques, the physical exam, confidentiality/ can be used in cornunction with this protocol entitled,
privacy, documentation, photographinginjunies, evidence Cnme Against the Future. The video tape can be rented or
collection and preservation, referrals, legal responsibili- purchased. Contact the March of Dimes for further infor-
ties of health care professionals, and the effects of inple- matiorL
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Braham, R, Fumiss, K, Holtz, H., and Stevens, M.E. physical injuries, but attending to her emotional needs as
(1986). Hospital protocol on Dome-stic Violence. They also well. Privacy and confidentiality are the focus of Section
authored, Hospital training on domestic violence. Both can m. Section IV elaborates on the importance of document-
be ordered from Jersey Battered Women's Services, Inc, ing the abuse history and any physical findings. The
36 Elm Street, Morristown, NJ 07960. legal liabilities of health care professionals, procedures

The hospital protocol was wntten for use in the erner- for photographing, and preservation of evidence are also
gency department but is easily adaptable to other set- discussed in this sectiorL Section V contains a brief dis-
tings. The manual is comprehensive and quite specific. A cussion about the correlation between substance abuse
multidisciplinary approach is used. The roles and re- and domestic violence.
sponsibilities of nurses, physicians, social workers, etc. Each section provides sample questions necessary for
are given in detail. The manual is wntten in outline form obtaining and documenting a thorough history and phys-
and easy to foilow. A short reference list of books, films ical findings. Also included with the WomanKind proto-
joumal articles, and publications is provided. The Hospi- cols is a list of The Battering Syndrome signs and
tal Training on Domestic Violence compliments the proto- symptoms; definition of terms related to battering with
col manual. The entire curiculum requires a minimum specific examples; and a bibliography.
of 3.5 hours. Included in the curriculum are specific Varvaro, F.F., and Cotman, P.B. (1986). Domestic vio-
behavioral objectives and outcomes; topics to be pre- lence: A jbaus on the emergency room care of abused women.
sented; method of instruction; evaluation mechanism; To order a copy contact: Women's Center and Shelter of
and materials needed. Greater Pittsburgh, P.O. box 9024, Pittsburgh, PA 15224.

Tonuita, S., Clark, H., WilLams, V., and Rabbitt, 1 (412) 687-8017.
(1982). Elder abuse and neglect protocol. To obtain a copv This comprehensive manual is written for emergency
contact Karil Klingbeil, Departnent of Socal Work, Har- room personnel, but can be easily adapted to a variety of
boriew Medical Center, Seattle, WA, (206) 223-3000. clinical settings. It is designed to be used as a classroom

A comprehensive protocol for social workers but eas- tool or for individual study. The manual begins with an
ily adaptable to other disciplines. This protocol includes: Overview and Introduction which discusses the format
deflnitionsofelderabuse/neg criteriaforsocwlworker (question and answer format); lists objectives; and de-
involvement; type of information necessary for complete fines terms used by the authors. The manual is further
history and docmentation of this information; assess- divided into four sections: Section I-Nursing Interven-
ment, diagnosis, and intervention strategies; desired out- tion Section U-Shelter Intervenltion, Section M-Prmary
come; and termination of social worker involvement. Intervention; and Section IV-BibliogTaphy. Each section
Attached to the protocol is a quality assurance cheddist, provides in-depth information necessary for the health
and a copy of the Goldfarb Dementia Scalc. care professional to identify, assess, intervene, docu-

Rosenlieb, KO. 7he mergency departnent care of the ment, and refer battered women. Samnple questions and
sexual assault victim (RAPE). Copies of the tape are availa- situations are provided as guidelines. Characterstcs and
ble for a nominal fee. To order your copy contact Kay O. other pertinent information pertaining to abusers are
Rosenlieb, RN, PhID., Chairpeson Nursing Dept., Slip- discussed. The bibliography is extensive and annotated.
pery Rock University, Slippery Rock, PA 16057. The manual concludes with an 11 question, short-answer

This video tape was created and produced by Dr. post-test, including answers to the test
Rosenlieb and three nursing students. The video tape REF RENCES
highlghts use or the rape evidence collection kit and te Campbei. J.C. and Sheidan. D.J. (1989). Emegec nursing inter-
role of nursng. Dr. Rosenlieb uses the video in the vens with bated IwmeL ounmg of Emergency Numing, IS(1)
Women's Health course 12-17.

WomanKind, Ic, Support systems for Battered Women. Decksti Li. and Nadeson CC .(986). Fmily VUd:n Emewny
(1992). WbmanKind Emergency Department Protocol. To issues ofa naional crsis. Washingto D.C: Anmrin Psychiatric Press,
obtain a copy contact Susan MK Hadley, M.P.H., Foun- Goldberg. W. and Tomianovich. M.C (1984). Domestc violence
der and ExecutiveDLrector,WomaKind,FairviewSouth- vicwns in de emergency departnent lounmi of ft Amenan Medial
dale Hospital/Fairview Ridges Hospital 6401 France Assatmon. 252(24) 3259-364L
Avenue south, Minneapolis, MN 55435. (612) 924-5775. HeitnAS., McFarLiane.J. and Anderffn. E. (198;). Battering durng

This is a comprehensive guide for healthcare profes- p7 c A prevakence stdy. Amon ounl of Public Had*,
sionals. It is designed primarily for use in the emergency Habermu an E (1980). Overview: The "wife-beater's wife" recorsid-
department but is easily adaptable to any clinical setting. ered. Ameri=n ournal of Psygcittr. 237, 1336o-17.
The protocol begins with a brief introduction, followed Kum D. and Swrk. E. (1988). Notso-benign neglect The medical
by a discussion of specific behaviors, common iniunes/ respons to battenng. In l; Yllo & NL Bograd (Eds). Feminist Pmpeamus
injury sites, and typical svmptoms associated with bat- on Wife Abuse. Newbury Park. CA. Sage Publications. Inc.Sectio . pr esmoec, . io Mder. S.V. and Anwart R. (1987). The role of the emergency
tenng. hecton H provides more specfc inoination on phvan in the prevention of domestic violence. Annals of Emergency
the interview process and treating not only the womanrs Mdicine. 16(10).1155-1161.
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McLeer, S.U and Anwar, R. (1989). Education is not enough. A Wendy K Taylor, M.S., RN, is Unrdinator, Family Violence
systems faiure i protecting battned women. Annols of Emcy Progran, Department of Medical Nu-sing and Social Service
Medicn. 18(6). 651-M5. Cne

Randall, t (1990). Domestic vio nce intervention calls for more than Department, at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Crter
treating injuris. loumal of the Amncan Medical Assocision. 2648) in Chicago. Jacquelyn C. Campbell, Ph.D, RN, FAAN, is
93-949 Assistant Proftsor, Department of Community Heatlt Nurs-

Rosewater, LB. (1988). Battered or schizophrenic? Psychological tesB s P s . o
can't telL In K. YLo & MvL Bograd (Eds), Feminist Paspeiues on Mfek ing, at Wayne State Univwsity.
Abuse. Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, Incf The Nursing Networking Violence Against WomEn

Stark. E and Flitcraft, A. (1985). Woman-banering child abus an (NNVAW) is a flexible coalition of nurses and other concerned
social heredity What is the reladonship? In N. Johnson (Ed), Mrit in
Vioknce. Sociologial Review Mnograph #31. London: Routledge & indivduals engaged in advocacy, research, dinical practice,
Kegan Paul. and/or education on issues related to violence against women.

Stark. E. Flitcraft, A. and Frazier. (1979). Medicine and patriazchal For membership information ($10year) and/or to submit sug-
violence. The social consruction of a 'Private event. Intemational gestions for articles, write tp Jackie Campbell, Wayne State
lourndl of Health Sen'ices 9.461-493.

Tulden, VP., and Shepherd, P. (1987). Increasing the rate of identimic- University College of Nursing, Detit, ME 48202. See Con-
tion of batted women in an emergency department: Use of a nursing ference Report for announcement of the next NNVAW confer-
protocol. Resadr, Nursing and Hedth 10(4), 209-15. ence, ay 17-1 9

Varvro, F.F. (1989). Treatment of the batered woman: Eftctive .M
response of the emergency department. Amncan Colege of Ememcy 77his article and others listing protocols can be found on the
Physidas, 11, 8-9 & 13. Response Data Base Disk.

Family Violence Program Grant
Contributes to Prevention

A small grant from the Administration for Children and Families two years ago helped the New york State
Coalition Against Domestic Violence respond to a request from women incarcerated in a New York facilitv and,
in tum, generate other activities which are contributing to the prevention of family violence.

Gwen Wright, Director of the Coalition, explains that the HH!S funds helped make it possible to hold a
conference in response to a request from women at New York-s Bedford Hills Correctional Facility. Incarcer-
ated women involved in the project were participants in the facilit's Family Violence Program, an innovative
program that helps women understand the nature of violent and abusive behavior and enables them to build
skills that will be needed when they return to their homes.

The women-imprisoned for crimes that had resulted from lifelong backgrounds of battering and other
forms of abuse-wanted their Familv Violence Program known about in other correctional facilities. Women in
the program earlier had conducted an infonal survev that indicated that as manv as 65 percent of incarcerated
women at the facility had been abused. Officials there believe the actual number is even higher.

Worling in cooperation with the facility, the New York State Coalition Against Domestic Violence success-
fully applied for a grant which, in part, underwrote a conference at the Bedford Hills Facilit;. Participants at the
conference in addition to the incarcerated women, included representatives from correctional facilities and
coalitions in several states. As a result, a number of positive actions have occurred in the region.

One action that followed the conference was the establishment of a task force that is studying sexual assault
issues throughout the state. Other initiatives included changes withiin the state's parole systemL One of the nost
important results of the conference according to Sharon Smolick, who directs the program at Bedford Hills, is
that it has raised consciousness about the problem throughout the region's correctional community.

A premise of the facilitys program is that battered and sexually abused women who are incarcerated need
program support comparable to that provided other womern The program at Bedford Hills has proved highl!y
beneficiaL "It's a good programn,' says Elaine Lord, Superintendent of the facilitv. 'We're very pleased with it.

The discretionary grant funding for this activity, which was provided through the Family Violence
prevention and Services Act Program, was $12,000.

-Family Violence and Sexual Assault Bulletin
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Notes

1. The Chileanstudy, forexample, a%kedwomenwhether 4. In evaluating the sources of variability in prevalence
they had experienced specific forms of behavior and then of sexual abuse, Peters, Wyatt, andFikelhor (1986) suggest
asked them to code the frequency of the behavior on a that differences in definitions and methods used in these
rive-point ordinal scale ranging from I (311 the time) to studies probably account for mast of the variations reported.
5 (never). A woman was considered abused if her partner The operational definitions of abuse varied according to
had ever used physical force against her beyond pushing, whether they include contact or noncontact violations, or
slapping, or throwing things-for example, if he had hit both, the nature of the violations, the age of the girl at
her with a fist (Larrain 1993). the time of abuse, and the difference in age between the

peptrator and the victim. Most definition include contact
2. These observations, published in an article in Lancet and noncontact abuse, include respondents 17 and under
on the abuse of New Zealand women, are typical of the (or sometimes 15 and under), and use an age difference
experience of most researchers: 'In those reporting abuse of five years (Peters, Wyatt, and Finkelhor 1986). When
during childhood, all recounted experiences involving Wyatt's (1985) study, which reported a 62 percent rate
genital contact, with most describing incidents of gross of prevalence, was rcomputed to exclude peer experies
abuse. The great majority of those sexually assaulted in (and thus to conform to the definition used by Russell and
adult life had been the victims of rape or attempted rape. Finkelhor), the prevalence rate decreased to 53 percent,
The physically abused group had all been subjected to almost matching Russell's 54 percent finding (1983).
unequivocal battery, with many suffering repeated Fikehors (1979) stky, wbich fixmd 19 percent prevalence,
injurious assaults. These women showed no tendencies used a self-administered questionnaire, while the others
to inflate minor incidents, but on the contrary, used face-to-face interviews.The definition used in these
demonstrated a conservative approach in which only stdies includes all types of intrafamilial contact abuse.
obvious assaults were labelled as abuse" (Mullen and For abuse that occurs outside the family, it includes all
others 1988). types of contact abuse up to age 13, but only completed

or attempted forcible rapes for ages 14 to 17.
3. These studies are all based on random probability
samples of adult women interviewed in person or by 5. The survey measured sexual abuse using a series of
telephone. All studies used legally grounded definitions questions that askedabout sexual contact between a child
of rape; thus, forms of penetration other than penile- and his or her parent, stepparent, or parental partner,
vaginal are included, and women were not instructed to includingbreastorgenital touching, or sexual intercourse
exclude rape by their husbands. Questions were typically that occurred before age 16 with an individual more than
framed to explicitly define the behaviors that should be five years his or her senior. Also included was any forced
included inthe definition-forexample: 'Hasa man made sexual contact regardless of age. Respondents were asked
you have sex by using force or threatening to harm you? to complete an anonymous survey questionnaire that was
When we use the word sex we mean a man putting his placed in a sealed envelope and dropped into a bag conaing
penis in your vagina even if he didn't ejaculate (come)." at least six other qrestionnaires.
This is followed by: "If he did not try to put his penis
in your vagina, has a man made you do other sexual 6. It may be that rapes of young girls am reported more
things lile oral sex or anal sex, or put fingers or objects often, but in the United States at least, this is notthe case:
inside you by using force or threatening to harm you?" girls under 18 are less likely than older women to report

their assault (U.S. Congress 1990).
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7. A recent analysis of national demographic data from mnd Kincaid and others 1991 for examples of cases where
China contends that underreporting of female births and it is.
an increase in prenatal sex selection through ultrasound
and selective abortion can explain almost all the increase 15. Variables controlled for include years in legal or
in the reported sex ratio at birth in China during the late common-law union during previous five years, raised in
1980s. ruling out the possibility of widespread female lower.class home, education of mother, education of father,
infanticide (Zeng, Tu, and Gu 1993). raised in stable nuclear family, raised solely by mother,

raised with a stepfather, degree of affection mother's partner
8. China manufactured its first ultrmsound machine in showed her, degree of physical and emotional abuse to
1979, and by the end of the 1980s it was making 10,000 mother, degree of affection mother showed son, degree
and importing more than 2,000 each year. A Chinese ofaffectionmother'spartnershowedson, degreeto which
demogmpher estimates that 100,000 ultrasound scanners mother's partner physically and emotionally abused son,
were in place around the country by 1990. One study man's educational status, and man's occupational status.
reported that all of the peasants interviewed-even those
withno schoolingand living inremote regions-knew that 16. The Davis and Carlson (1987) study found that 90
there was a device that could determine the sex of a fetus percent of abused boys and 75 percent of those witnessing
(Kristof 1993). violence (oompared with 13 peront for contmls) had behavior

problem scores greater tLan one standard deviation above
9. Sen originally estimated that more than 100 million the norm.
women were missing. In a detailed recalculation,
however, Princeton demographer Ansley Coalc estimated 17. The women's police station in Argeina was eliminat
that the true number of missing women was closer to 60 in 1993, apparently due to lack of political support. But
miilion in the 1980s (in countries including Bangladesh, by the end of 1992 Colombia had 60 special stations, and
China, Egypt, India, Nepal, and Pakistan, and in West Peru had added four new womer's units in Lima (ISIS
Asia). According to Coale, Sen's estimate used an International 1993).
inappropriate comparison that failed to take into account
the loss of male lives in the west due to war and an age 18. A study in Punta Arenas, Chile, that cross-checked
composition that reflected past low fertility. Coale's hospital records with local police records found that of
revised estimate adjusts for these factors (Coale 1991). 736 cases of violence against women registered between

1988 and 1989 at the Regional Hospital and Clinica
10. In the United States in 1980, 20 million people were Magallanes, only 15A percent were also registered at the
on a 'serious' diet at any one moment (HarmardMedical local police court. hese findings underscore the imporance
School Health Letter 1980). Dieters spent more than $10 of using health facilities to identify and refer victinms of
bilion that year on efforts to lose weight (Chernin 1981). violence (Ojeda and Perez 1992).

11. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a complex 19. In addition, few violence prevention programs have
of symptoms seen in the aftermath of extreme trauma. been systematically evaluated. A survey sponsored by the
It is characterized by intrusive memories, hyperarousal Cregie Council on Adolescent Development of 83 teen
alternating with psychological numbing and withdrawal, violence prevention programs in the United States found
and attempts to avoid any reminders of the trauma. tait, although they were geared toward teen violence, many

focused on elementary school-age children or early
12. A recent study by the Addiction ResearchFoundation adolescents. Of the 51 progams reviewed, only 21 percent
in Toronto found that battered women use sedatives 74 evaluated outcomes, generally through simple measures
percent more and sleeping pills 40.5 percent more than of the pre- and post-test attitudes and knowledge of
women who are not battered (Groenveld and Shain 1989). participants. Only a handful have been evaluatedat a level

appraching rigorous experimental design. But less fbnnal
13. The World Health Organization defines maternal evaluations indicate that some of the progrms hold great
mortality as a death during pregnancy or within 42 days promise (Wilson-Brewer and others 1991).
afterward, from causes related to or aggravated by the
pregnancy or its management. 20. Between 1984 and 1989 arrests for minor assaults in

the United States increased 70 percent, largely because
14. Although male approval is by no means always the of new preumptiveaest! policies and mandatozy arrest
greatestdetenninantofcontraceptive use, seeGallen 1986 laws for domesticviolence (Schmidt and Sherman 1993).
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21. One potentially important finding is the positive effect may have more impact on rates of recidivism than any
that issuing arrest warrants appc irs to have on batterers strategytargetingperpetratorswhoarepresentatthescene
who left the scene beform the police arrived. In a study (Schmidt and Sherman 1993).
in Omaha absent offenders who were randomly assigned
to receive a warrant were less violent at follow-up than 22. Studies sbow that about a third of violent men can
those who did not receive a warr nt (Dunford, Huizinga, be expected to remain violence-free one to three years
and Elliot 1990). Because more th. n half of all offenders after a violent incident even without treatment or legal
leave the scene before the police arrve, this intervention intervention (Rosenfeld 1992).
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